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Part I: Electricalj~y amall-antennas- emibedded in a dielectric
Or -Aauictic medium~,

Abstct

This researc~h project is prima-rily concerned vith the improve-

rnent of the imipedance r elationships of dipoles whose aoti~al

leneth is nir.all as compared to the wave length in free space.

This improvement should be obtained as a result of directly sur-

rounding the dir-ole with dielectric or magnetic rediumv~ffr-

7ounding shape should not have too large a volume since the re-

sulting increase of antenna size should b-- kept sraall. Pig-. 1

.1hows the airan('ement which we are studying.

Sect. I statss exactly those characteristics of im~pedance be-

haviour wnhich sh~ould be improved, especially efficiency and

bandwidth of the dipole., The value of the radiation resistance

i~tself is not very in-iportant.

S3ect. II git es a summary of the physical effec-ts introduced by a

surrounding dielectric. Two different effect's exintq:

1. An altered impedance transfornation since the wave impedance,
in the region of the radiator ha.3 been changed')

2. A stronger formation of space vwaves since the riave length

in the dialectric is smaller than in aix causing a larger
ratio of radiitor 1l,,ngth to wave].en.-th within the 'ielecotric,

..cct- III, WJ -nd V contain the fundamintal theory,

In Sect, III~ the problem is pre:,-entcd in ox':,ot at]:e tical form
A ron-uni"oT a,, rectang-ulax coordinate ay)stem i itroduced vih-Icl

has alicwdy -,epn untilized fox A'onti*:nct11 A-P 61 (052)-4 1 for
.1u~vinyf, the )xob1(-! of vidc-band radiators.

.5ect. IV ahovis t&ic det i%!ft.'-on (f the wave eq'uat ions for a 1-ad ja-

tor of very j;enex. I snape in a dielectric --ediiu of variou!. size,.

Sect. V t-ea-n equations 17cor the ir-pedance transformation caused
by the dL-Je(tXiC.

Iect. V1 bhc1.s how the theory is specially uscd for very Wiort

ante:inaas I.n this case o~nly the transfoi-iing eflfe,:t is working.,

The theory io c'.xcked by measuring tile jipe dance of a radiator

in air and in d.Lfferenltl,,r shaped dielcectxto.:, rmodiluus of Polystyrol.
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1. Exact Definition of the Problem

The impedance of a short radiator shall be improved by im-

bedding the radiator irto a dielectric medium of finite size.

Very sho:"t antennas are only used vhen the antenna height is

lirdted due to technical reasons. for example: in high-speed

airuraft. Therefore the case of special intereut is that

the heigit of the total structure (including dielectric) may

-t - - 4t-Cd ~I tj -- - '.. .J' ... Cf 4.% ~* JL

total antennA height must be kept iimall..

Before w, trat specific problems, vie should first present

an exact explanation to the question: "What should be

accomplished by using a dielectric medium?" Even though the

radiation resistance of a short antenna is small, this

chaxcte:cistic is not a disadvantage in itself since it is

always possible to match a given antenna j.;reodance to that

of a tranjitter or receiver by using; z.tn appropriato trzans-

formatic-n aryangement, Therefore it will not 10 noceassx3r

to aptily complicated dielectxic formn for the only purpose

t, inve a higher rfesistive part of the impduncc . Simple

inductan:,e p,,xallel to the input ,:il, t ,sc. the radition

resistu'.ue to very high values without aq~y change in radiator

arxangewnnto
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BEIMaPlee:

Radiator impedance for 200 Mo/see 1,38- j 130 Ohm
1. Inductove s)unt J 450 Ohm

R3sulting; impedance 2,76-- j 184 Ohm
Increase in resistive component 1:2

2. Inductive shunt 3 192 Ohm
Resulting impedance 13,8 - J 410 Ohm

Increase in resistive corponent 1:10

3. Inductive shunt J 153 Ohm

ResultinC impedance 69 - j 920 Ohm

Increase in resistive component 1:50

Especially very small radiation resistance can be tr!.nsfolmed

into very high resistive components.

Only the following two view points can be taken into consider-

ation, if an improvement of the radiator is wanted-

1. PooT Efficien.f

The resistance of small antennas consists of the sum of the

radiation resistance R and an attenuation resistance R due

to losseb. Aa improvement of antenna behaviour by inserting

into a dielectric medium can only be obtained if this results

with an increase in the ratio.

R

It should be remenbered that the increase of R alone does not

recessarily ring an improvement since the insertion into a

dielectri: madium may also i-r:rense P V+ In this respect the

Ier:.te materials available to-day. may be too :inferior to

x, improvement of It /Rv rhen used as a dielectric med um
for a small antenna [I] , This certainly is an important

item to take into consideration. However the present state-

of-the-ar-; in the ferrite industry certainly should not

prevent uo frum making a theoretical study to determine the

effect of a magnetic medium since the possibility exists

that euitilble dielectrics and ferrites having small losses

I



will be available in the future. The resulting theoretical

analysis indicates that a losuless dielectric havinmag-

netic properties can improve the radiation properties then

there. always is the possibility that the use of 'uch a

medium can be realized at some future date. Therefore the

development of a theory for a lossless dielectria would

oertainly, prove to be a worthwhile and Leneficial task for

possible future applicntion.

However, cther p~oblems of efficiency exist even -for loss-

less dielectric. The losses of a radiator without dielectric

is due to the resistance of the condu-ctor, silver being the

best conductor. The losses of a silver plated conductor

can not te surpassed. If dielectric and magnetic losses

are neglected for the moment then for a radiator imbedded

in dielectric the following question must be evaluated; is

it possible that a xidiator imbedded in a dielectric has a

larger current flow, thus causing larger losses due to the

resistance of the conductor, as compared to a radiator

without dielectric even when a lossless dielectric is used?
Therefore the ratio Rs/Rv should be evaluated to see if it

changes after a radiator is inserted into dielectric when

the dielectric is considered to he losoless and only the

silver plated radiator is consideredo

2. Antenna Bedwidth beeing too small

A bandwidth beeing too small lin4ts the amount of communi-

cation flcw, prevents the use of higher modulatiQn fre-

quencies nd makes it impossible to transmit or receive

ahort-time signals. The optimum circuit design can be in-

fluenced ty the behaviour of theantenna impedance, This

is especially true for very short dipoles and is a well

known effect of long wave radio o'mmunication. Therefore

The question arises: What will be the maximum bandwidth of

the compl!!te input circuit of such a short radiator when

fed by a transmitter, or: What will be the maximum band-

width of the complete input circuit of a receiver in com-



binatiort yith a short radiator as xeceiving antenna. The

beat gen.2-:al AneWr will be,-that for short rudiator:s tho
maximum %zd..dAth of each transmitter or receiver arrange-

i mnt is 'ependsent upon the ratios

-r- and

where R]is th:. radiation resistance, X is the antenna
dX

reactance and d-X is the frequency dependency'of the re-

actance -which dese'ribes the antenne. £21

An improvement of the maximum bandwidth is only obtained

when these ratios axe increased. Thus if it is possible to

inoreae hs aad prevent a simultaneous incxease of X and
dX/dc this improvemebt can be achieved. Therefdre the

question of whether an increase in Ra by a dielectric

surrounding is worthwhile can first be anmexed when the

behavioux of X and dX/dej Is known.

II.Physical Pxinoiples

The xadL.ator according to Fig. 1 is located above ai con-

duotiig surface. It is cylinder-symmetrical and imbedded in

dielectic material in the vicinity of the feeding point

( r r > 1). The dielectric material may also have magnetic

properties > I). The heigth o2 the radiator should be

small as compared to the wavelength.

It is avquLu6d that the anteana is fed by a coaxial line for
the theoretical evaluation and for the impedance measure-

ments. Thus a defined field relationship is established in

the vic.: it. uf the feeding point of the antenna. Since the

input impe(ance i measured by using a slotted coaxial line,
the measured values can be directly compared with those

oaioulaed. It will be assuied that the feeding line is

also fi.led with dielectric, when the radiator is surrounded

by a d:.'.ectxic, and filled with air, when the radiator is

surrounds€ ,:y air. This sinplifies the ier but, is not
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essential for technical application.

The physical processes are clarified :'y the same reasoning

which has already been established in the Technical Reports
for Contract AF 61 (052)-41, ['.J.

A wave o2" the TEM type having electiic field lines E, between
the inner and outer conductor propagates through the coaxial

feeding line. This wave continues with field lines existing
between i he radiator and the ground plane. The field lines of
the TEM wave are identical to the field lines of a static
electricul field between radiator and ground plane.

The TE14 %ave slowly converts over to the TI type in the
inhomogeneous field outside of the coaxial feeding point
as the C stanoe frou the feeding point incresases.
Thus a continuous transition and building up of the
TM space wave occurs. These TIA space waves have electric
fields leaving and returning to the ground plane. The field
of these space waves is a sum of various TIM modes.
However in the case of very short radiators -they are al-
most copletly dominated by the TL, type an long as the

radiatio), pattern is the one fariliar to short antennas.
The field lines-of the TM*1ave wedge themselves between
the field lines of the TEM wave. The TEN field decreases
rapidly wi/h increasing distance from the radiator and at

larger distances only the TM iaves remain. For, the TEN
wave the space between the radiator and the ground plane
acts like a coaxial line. The coa!ial feeding line directly

passes over to this coaxial radiator line.

Fig. 3a is a sohematical representation of this ocourranoe
for a radiator without dielectric. The wave impedance in&
creases with increasing distance.from the feeding point

since thu spacing between radiator and ground plane in-
lcreases :ooordinely.

The coaxial raiator line has a finite length oorresponding

to the' finite height of radiator. The antena is open at
thb end and there the antenna current is zero. The
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formation of the TMwaves occurs in soh ,a menor that the 140"
diator line aeers to be coupled inductively to another line .

causing a continuous-enezgy transition of most o± the TRIS input
wave to thrt of the TM wave with the re.ainder of TEN enerry

being reflected at the radiator end back into feeding line.

Fig, 3b shore the waves for a radiator vith dielectric. Here.

essentially new is the fact that all wave impedances in the

dielectric have decreased by the factor and an abrupt

wave impedance ihange occurs at the transition to air.,This

wave impedance jump exists for TEM waves as well as for TM waves
and causes an additional reflection at the boundary of the di-

electric.vmes additional reflected waves in the feeding cable,

which would have a different magnitude if no dielectric were

used. If these events are described by using the conception of
iapedanoe then It can be said that the first effect of the
dielectric is an altered impedance transformation. This is theo-

re'tically evaluated in detail in Part VI.

However the dielectric has a second effect._ Referring to the

theory developed earlier for Contract AP 61 (052)-41 an expan-

sion of this theory is contained in Part III. The steady tran-
sition of the TEM mode to a TM wave is in every point of the
field essentially dependent upon the length of field lines in

this point as compared to the wavelength A o"

The following rule exists for the case of air:

In the region nhere the field lines are shorter than Ao/2 the

conversion of TUM to TM waves is quite small; this region be-

haves like a waveguide below the critical frequency with an

evanescent TM mode; the TM nodes which were coupled out of the

TEM mode cat, not propagate as waves, rather the TM fields de-

crease expo,.',iAally from the point of origin. The longer the

field lines kre, the slower is the rate of exponential decrease,

thus causing a stronger TM mode. The transition from TEM to TM

is very.etrong where the field lines are longer than A /2;

This region Te*'aves like a waveguide operating above its critical

frequency and the TM field being coupled in propagates in this

space as a wave. Those field lines of Pig. 4a which have the

Aii

1* -



length A./2, se',arate the region of the evanescent ! modes f,,e,!
that region in which TIM waves can exist,.

Inr.9ead of A0 in free space, the wave length is y--

in the dielectric. Thus the TM fields do not propagate as iaves

ac loni, as ',he length of the field lines is smaller then A1/2.

Therefore tc conveision rate irnproveE. ,' itinuously as the field

line length 1i-a-.che,3 the value Ar /2 1 becomes extremely

strong as suoon a:3 the field line langtt, ceeds - /2. The boun-
dazy fi,1Id .: e n the d felectrio ha! . length 1/)/2 as shown

i- Fig. Ab,

The forx.:ti, cf the evwnescent modes har- a certain effect upon

the formaticL (,,.' space waves sin oe tk. fields partially pro-

trude throaih tha boundary field line and thus project into the

adjacent s n.e .,Yi. ch opace waves are possible. Large ampli-

tudes of th13 protruding evanescent mode, prepare to some degree

th formatitn of space waves in the adjacent Prve region.

For radiatorf cf small height in air, the field li:s in toe

immediate v].ci ity of the radiat.)r are snaller 0n 12;

Tni-j the formalion of s. nce vaes in the region is zather !ninute.

If t1e fie', lines of length ?. 0./2 for a rivan frequency

are dra.,rn in Pig. 4a. , it is re-udily realized that these lie far

away from the feeding, point of short radiators. Only evanescent

TM n-odes ezist in te re ;ion Uetween the feeding point and the

boundary field line. On the other side of the boundary field

line space ,;,aves are formed. The small radiation capability

of a short artcnnl is explained by the lack of space wvve for-

maticn in the iamediate vicinity of the radiator, The hi jcr the

frequency, the closer tie boundary field lire shifts toward the

f,_iding poin, thus the wave region becoes correspondinily

larger and th radiation improves accordin;ly_.

Rfig 4b sht,) a rudator having an infinite dielectric medium

for the sam. freqteacy tp was used for Fig, 4a. The dielectric

cauces a rvelengthAE at the location where A 0 was previou. y.

The boundayy f..old 'Line of length /2 for the same frequency

shift3 closer to the feeding point and the radiation of space

waves improves., Since >= , Az- the radiation improves due

to S, as will as to
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If the dieleotrio medin has a finite also as shown in Pig. I*

Then thzee oases exists

a) The boundary of the dieleotz&o lies outside of the boundary

drawn in Pig. 4a of length ?o/2. Then the wave transformation

already begins within the dielectric and the wavee coming out

of the dielectric into air ire immediately In that region

which sujpprts pp ppza aIt-,,n,. This is a base in which the
dielectric will cause a desirable effect since the wave region

is enlarged by. the dielectric and the boundary of the wave

supporting regicn is shifted back to the field line of length

A1/2. However this case does not apply to very short ra-

diators, which are of special interest here; rather this

jeffeot becomes usable for antennas whose height approximates

A 0 /4.
b) The bourary o the dielectric medium as shown in PiG. 4c lies

between the li id lines 2 and )hc/2. The the wave of the

feeding line oves first into Region I where the evanescent

modes are forr d and only a small degree of wave transfor-

mation occurs Thereafter the TEM wave moves into Region II

in which the -1 wave can exist and a high degree of wave

transformatio) o-curs here. However the resulting TM waves

are strongly eflected at the dielectric boundary since the

TM fie)'s can only exist as evanescent modes on the outer

side of %he bo'indary in Region III. The wave impedance of

the TK'mo.i in Region III is imaginary and thus the reflec-

tion factor of the dielectric boundary surface is consider-

ably highr for the TM mode as compared to the TEM mode. In

Region II the lieleotric acts like an attenuated waveguide

resonator for the TM wave*

The smaller the extension of Region III in the direction of

wave propagation, the'more the already formed TM fields of

RegionII can get through Region III to Region IV and
support the formation of TM waves in IV, Therefore it is

possible that the use of this dielectric can improve the
exoitation of space waves in IV! This would be an interesting

case as far as our problem is concerned, aince the radi-

ator is already short and the dielectric could bring an im-
provement of the realcoomponents.



* t~a) Th.e boundary of the dielectric lies within the boundary line
s /2 of F1.e>4b. Then only evatnescent maodes exist within,

the dieluctx4- ,.iedium and this is also true for the immie-
die2te sixoundinr, region of air. The boundary line k/2 of
Frjg, 4a iLs tilen far distant fror the dielectric boundary
al.2,fane~, The-,-efore the dielectric can hardly 'bring a radiation

irrpxovem' nt and actually only perfoyr.- the already mentioned
vxansIformati(Ai of the TE"I nave. This_ 1L the case of very

T1. The Ou::'til1r'ear Coordinate Sy.j.tem~

In. oxcex to e~ti.'iate a xadiatoz: ofgne2 shape a curvilinear,
Ttl,-ht angle, cooxdz. na e 3stera ; to~e coordinates a-rc the field
l-ines of a stat.i~c ?lectxic field between radiator End ground
pl2 -ne is introducerl. This coordinate system is the came as the
onii -%hioh was use,-- iLi Con.,tract AP 61 (052)-41 for solving the
bi ~abl-and antena probleins.

3J .....cE a cornpariacn of' radiator per;Corr.nance wiith and without
d~let.a Is to b-. made, the -zooroinate lines are tray,.n for
a field riithou dielectric. In addition the boundcary between
,ait- and 6izlect:r .c o*ihould be a ftI]ld line of thit, static field
t-.Tcc thcn the .tatia field lin~ef- with and without eieleictric
-,:te the same airl all *the evaluations ha'.'e a very simplified

AXzBy thin p'-' duxe all the inf'ormation concerning the
-iffeci; of o'chur daselectric shapee I~s naturally lost, However as

P,,3s the dimrv-zions of the radiaTor and the dielectlic me-
are s=:X,_ omlpared to a waveleyngth, it is not to be ex-

,;trnc that othstr dielectic shapen will give consi~erably
d ff fe: ent i :su e

.h - th.. s-a Lie f ield linri) and eqtUpoteritial )IJnee bet-
) .a'J .atcr and ground plane. Thoy are drawin in accordance

with -he £&iiraethat' ever-whexe between adiacent equi-
z'teiial li'ies th-i same voltal.e o~fference exi,3ts and the region

,Ltweun ad, :ten' f:leld line5 withct~t dielectric has the 3anie
iiac:tanoe t1:5nughoit the regions.~ The drawn .3ection of Fig.5

tistY>, -o:,s!inates x anC z. The field lines axe the curves
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z = constant. The ground plane contains the coordinate x' 0;

the radiator the cooxd.inate x ,= ., where a may be fxeel chosen.
The same coordinate difference &, x exists everywhere between

tw: adjaocer'-: qjupotenttal lines. Therefore x of a special

eqJipoten-tial l.5.ne i! the static voltage betveen that special
eqvipotential lJre and the gxound plane i.J the voltage "a" exists
between the £ad:Ltor and the ground proz.l. The coordinate z

begins vwi-Gk z = C at the base of the wcor where the irpe-
dance is to be - lou.ated and reiasuieO. The same coordinate

difference z .,xists everywhere betyvee, ,djacent fielo lines
of P; 5.ne pacitance A C of' a e etween two field

lines is tl.re i e propoxtionaL t:o the corxesponding coordinate

diffeenie 6 z..-:rd

0 = CO  0 -

C0 is constant long the radia-.oro

A x* is t'Ae txue distance te'.vwj-iyi equipotential lfines.

A z is tae true distance between the field lines, see Pig.5.
Thcn relationships between the cooxdinFte differetices and the
oorresponciar actual d'istances cL.n be fo.und in accoidance with
the thecyj of the cylinder-sy:, e-,i±cal static fields j

Sz (2),; Z M. X( , Z), 6 z A(x,z) 4 :r'-,. .

6x = B(xz) 6:c; B(x,z) = x (3)

Acuordihg tt t.", general rules for cylindex-synmetrical poten-
ti! f ield:, 1,a following is true f or the edges of an element A P

A r)A .2 (4)

where r is the distance of .6 F from the radiator axis of ro-

taor'ion and r - a length which 7ay be freely chosen. Experience

haa show. -hit tie field has its most suitable form for numerical

A
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evalifion when ro is approximately equal to the radiator height.

The reports for Contract AP 61 (052)-41 contain several examples

showing the static field for such radiators. After the static
* *

field has besn plottcd, 6 x , z and r can be obtained di-

rectly from th' field plot. Also A,B and r o/r can be calculated

for each 4 by using equations (2) to (4).

IV. The Wave Equations

Detailed information of the following procedures can be found in

2eferences C57 and [61 . The cylinder-symmetxical field has cir-

cular magnetic field lines with their center at the axis of ro-

tation and th2 magnetic field intensity I1j (x,z) is constant

clong each magnetic field line.

In the cylinder-symmetrical field, the electrical field lines

always lie in a plane which intersects the axis of rotation.

Therefore in accordance with Pig. 7 an electrical field compo-

nent E X in the direction of the lines z = constant, and an

electrical field component Ez in the direction of the lines

= constant, exist. Their equations and their solutions are

different depending upon whether the evaluation is for Region I

with dielectzio or fox Region .I without dielectric. Therefore

a separate solution must be ooaght for these two regioits and the

boundary conditions of the bounding surface between these regions

must be satiflfied.

Wave EQuatior,% for Region I:

r > 1 and /ur , I axe constants All field components of this

region are mazkeu by the index 1.

Por this cylirder-symmetrical region having the line elements

dc* and dz* ir accordance with (2) to (5) the following field

equations are valid:

r
'E. E (ExI ,,.A) (6)H r

0 , Lo2r r__
3 C.' £o E' r(E 1 "A) ( r0.' 1-) 7)!

To.,0

*;
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T ZI *)A (E.A) - A) (8)

The bounlaxy crndltion which does not allow tangential eleoAoal
fields on the bounding conductor surfaces is in this coordinate
system

Ez =0 for x =0 and x = a (9)

If a6) and (7) ae substituted into (8) then the wave equation
fcr (H1 -X) is:

_ / E c/Uri i(he ")-A 2

S [Ifo)2 8(H 1 +j + 7z2H, (10)

2/% Eo 2 2 (11)

>o0 w av*!lengtt In free space

2 2T2 2Ut 2f 2 (2/!Uo 6 o, Ur E , .(-I .o/ U( I) (12)

= wavelength in dielectric

The boundaxy condition (9) and equations (6) and (7) are satis-
fied by thesseries expansions:

r~t~ 4GJ c r &ol(l) + W11(5)cosa :.+

+ w2 (,)cos a + .... 7 (13)

I



4 V7/ A(15)

Before (13) is substituted into (10) A2 must be changed to the

following form:

A Fj 4r),. 4 , -. (16)

In order to obtain suitable equations for the functions We1.

The functions Fn(a) are obtained by a Fourier analysis of the

funotion A (x,z) obtained from the static field pattern.

ap, A'( (17)A

Such an analysis of the function A2 has been carried out in de-

tail for an example in Oantrac.t AP 61 (052)41.

In order to bring equation (10) into a suitable form, a corres-

ponding analysis of the function (r /r) is requireds

The functions 0n(a) are obtained by a Fourier analysis of the
function (r/r,

2 , The funton (ro/)
2 is given by the static

field pattern, Thus

A
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G~i'~(~Iev A Iv(21)

Suoh an analysis is also contained in detail in an example in

Contract AP 61 (052)-41.

Then equations (13), (16) are substituted into (10) and the re-

sulting products are simplified by using the following trigono-

metric formulas:

/j'. t (22)

'4 ' -', - :', (4 -A ) (23)

The resultiag coo - terms are then collected on both sidesa

of the equation, Equation (10) is satisfied when same cos nna
terms on both sides of the equation are equal. This gives a

system having an infinite number of differential equations for

the functions Wn1 o

(25)

- ~ /#q~;~ 7 ..... 7
(26)

4s. ~ a -*
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The coupling faotdrs Knk are symmetrical.

Explanation of P.lxyvos Involved in the Equations (24) to (27)

Each Wnl is a wave of definite mode. W0 1 Is a TM( mode in

accordance with Pig. 8a having electrie.l field Uines along the
static field lines z = constant because B in equation (15)

has no W0 1 terms, Therefore E.1 = 0 for this partial mode type.

The other modes are of the TM type. The behaviour of their

components E. and is,, ie:n accordance with equations (14)

and (15) respectively.. W11 is a mode whcse E,-component distri-

bution follows the function sin 2w. Thu corresponding eleotri-

cal fields can be found in Fig. 8. 11 partial modes are coupled
to the TEN m odeWl01 by the PnW01 terms. They are also coupled

with each of the other TM modes by the KkWkl terms.

Wave Equations for Rexion II

- 1; /uV = 1. All field components of this region have the
index 2. The way to obtain them is the same as for the wave

equations of region I. (See fJO )

Boundary Conditions at the Dielectric Boundary z a z, (Pig'.)

The boundary is a static field :ine z = constant. The tangential

components continuously pass through the boundary surface.

Exl(so) - Zx2 (so) (41)

H1 (o), " (g) (42)

I
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Frou this foi:.utws

= - ( .2 (44)

And

E+ I/=h)- "=( (45)

V,. The Imp -lance :n the Radiator Field

An impedance c.-n only be de.ined in a region where a TEM mode
exists. That portion of the TEBI mode field within the dielec-

txic mediun 16 given in accodance with equations (13) and

(14) by:

P4 (46)

(47)

For this mode current voltage and impedance can be defined by
using Fig. 9.

Between the .-nd points PI and P2 of a line z = constant, the

voltage on the ionductor for the V10 wave is given by:

C (48)

V.

A icle z = coi stant on the raciator and intersecting P1
belongs to i ae -oodinate z on the cylinder-symretrical iadia-

tor of Fig,, 4. ,he surface current density existing on and per-
pr-rdicular tQ ';hi3 circle is:



.t4.
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Therefore the total current flowing through this circle is:

o0)= 2r r = -j"w F., 2r,, Y#4 ( (50)

The same current flows in Fig. 9 on the ground plane above the

circle z = constant an4 through P2 having the same z as PI.

Therefore the impedance of the Wo wave belonging to the coor-

dinate z within the dielectric, is defined by

This definition is also valid for the feeding line. Since only

the TEM mode exists hbere, the definition of Z in the feeding

line is identical to t;he usual impedance conception. For Z2
outside the dielectric in Region II there exists a formula ana-

log to (51) with E, = 1.

Final Determination of the Coordir,te z

The electrical field lines are parallel straight lines within

the feeding 3ine; thus . z Is independent of x and according to

(2) A is alro independent of x. As a result Fo = A2 in the
feeding lli'e according to equation (16). Since the feeding line

is homogeheous and sections of equivalent length also have the

same capacitance, the same A z belongs to the same separation
Az* everywhere within tae feeding line as shown by equation
(1). Tbarefcre A2 = Pc is also independent of z and constant.

It is advisable to choose 110 = 1 for the region within the fee-

ding point. Then for this region (according to Fig. 10):

A A(55)

It is also very practical to insert the beginning z = 0 in that
cross sectional plane of the feeding. line at which the radiator

irput imyedance is to be measured. In this manner and by using

equation (55) the coordinate z becomes well defined since the*

capacitance 00 along the system must remain constant according

to equation (1).
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Final Detei ir'ation of the Coordinate x

The wave iea:,danoe of the feeding line of Fig. I has a definite

value for Z! when dielectric is used. If a travelling wave

exists withir the line, then Z - U/I = ZI . Under this condition

the W01 wave has a constant amplitude and a linear increasing

phase shift ir respect to z in the feeding line

-1.2rrj
, e 2 (56)

, ,,r(57)

If these equations are now inserted into equation (51) and by

using equation (12) the following is obtained:

2 7r Y,,(58)

If the characteristic impedance ZI of the feeding line if, giver.,,

then the folloving relationship exists between a and Y o:

a. -ry. (59)

Where

7-7)
Z t 7  /7,, (59a)

is the wave inipedance of the dielectr' c.

If ro is chosen freely, a is fixed by equation (59)n If in accox-
dance with PiL. 5, the ground plane hak' the coordinate x = 0
and the radiator the coordinate x = a, then the coordinate x is
well defined -nce x. has been chosen.

The boundary Condition in the Form of an Impedance Equation:

If equation (44) is divided by (45) then for n = 0

_ _ _ _ _ 
W o ( I )

(59b)

TLis means R ocorde.nce with equation (51)

~ (~*}60)



aa a substitute for the boundary condition (44) in the case of

n 0.

The TM wave travelling from the boundary surface z z 0 into

the outer region yields an impedance 2 (z) at any arbitrary

location z and especially the value Z2 (Zo) at the. surface of

the dielectric which appears as an unchanged termination impe-

dance for the TEM W0 1 wave inside the dielectric, according to

equation (60). This Z1(zo) is then the value Z1 (o). Since the

input surface z = 0 is so chosen that \all space waves Wn are

negligibly small there, this Z1 (o) is an actual and measurable

impedance which acts as a terination for the feeding line.

This same impedence is designated the input impedance of the

radiator.

The transformation through the dielectric from Z1 (z o ) to Z.1(o)

is given Ly a differential eqiation. If equation (15) is dif-

ferentiated in respect to z, the follouing is obtained:
/ 2

d (61)
2 Yo

Then W"1 and W from equations (24) and (51) respective-

ly are ,3ubstituted into equation (61). The following equation

results in conjunction with (58)

01 - (62)

This is the transformation equation for the impedance within

the die.ectric medium.

VI Application of the Theory for verv short Antennas in a

finite lielectxic Medium.

It is requird that all the rad.ator dimensions as well as all

tha dielectric dimensions, be essentially srmaller than a wave-

length. Since no higher order T7 modes otherc than the V1 and

Vl12 have an appreciable magnituOe in the surrounding space,
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a.l the equations take on a more simpli, ied for,. This is

readily reali .ed jince all short radiators have the same ra-
diation pattern and the field intensity distribution coxies-
ponds to that cf V12 mode. As lonC as the meaurement of the

radiation pf'attern shows no essential deviation from that of
a short radi,.cx, all W.n2 with n > I may be studied here, not
only the iaedance but also the radiation pattern is measured
at high freUiercies in order to be sure that only the W12 wave
exi,,its in i'. .egion thus allowing fo the use of a simplified

theoryo Tho e,9;iurec radiaticn patterns show,'that indeed all

Wn2 with n > 1 may be neglected. (see FIQ )
The above problem can be solved by using a two etep method:

a) .,oi very low frequencies (radiator length very small corn-
pareC to wavelength) Vl may also be neglected v'ithin the
dielectric. Then only the TEM node exists within the dielec-

tiic. Thu dielectric rmiediuA aocw only as : transforming

inhouogir. eous lire foi th.! wave,

b) At -o7ne.',1at highey frequencit.s an em nesrent Wi 1 mode whose
macnitude icenes with the srlu.l of frequency, als forms
in the dielectric. The bnunr1 conditiont atC 1electric
boundary suifacc cauoeo this W,1 mode to exci'e an additional

fornation of tne '" 12° node. As a result, vn in2:cenised -rji-

ation of the W12 space wave as compare, ttu aradiator ith-

cut Ciel.ectlic occurs to a certa!in extent°

Imped1nce tUransfoxmation for very short Radiators without
cons ideration u' the T,. fields in the Dielectric.

It is asusned "hat in Region I bccween the feeding, point and
the surface z zo, only the 'J10 wave becomes eflective. Then
equation (62) Ls the form

(67)
W7J
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This is the familiar equation for the impedance transformation

of an inhomogeneous line with dielectric. This line as the

wavelength and the position-dependent characteristic impe-
dane The outer region of Pig. 1 produoe a, n impedano°

Z2(so) in the boundary surfaoe z = so of the dielectric which
is also the termination impedance Z1(so) of the dielectric so-
cording to (60). This Z1(o) is transformed into the desired

input impedance ZI(o) at z = o in Pig. 1 by the use of dieleo-

trio and with the aid of equation (67). As long as no W11 fields

of appreciable magnitude exist in the dielectric, then the V12

space wave is only formed outside of the dielectric. Then the

same fields are produced outside the dielectric as those of
a radiator without dielectric. The impedance Z2(zo) caused by
the outer region is then independent of the existence of a

dielectric and is also valid for the location so of a radiator

with and without dielectric.

To be able to compare radiators with and without dielectric

also the theory of a radiator without dielectric must be

established. Then the wave equations (30) to (40) are valid up
to the base point z = 0. Due to the larger cv the TH modes

are still smaller as compared to the case with dielectric ard
can then always be neglected if they are negligible for the

same frequency in the dielectric. If Z2 is the impedance in

the air region, then in analogy to (67) with 1,= 1, the

following is valid for Z.:

T IcFr (68)

where according to (58) for j

'0 
(69)
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2he differenoe between (67) and (68) L that this antennaline
with dieleotric has a larger capacitance aocordlng to the
faotozr >I or for the oae of, /u > 1, a larger inductane
aooordlng to the factor 0/%" As a result the wavelength
and the oharaotezistio impedance ZL are different in both.-
oases,

Xxverimental Testina of the Theory of Impedanoe Tranoformatio.
for very short adliators.

Por the radiator wthout dielectrio, the input irpedance Z2(o)
at the base point x = 0 is measured as a function of frequency.
Por this meakeoent we are using the same arrangement as used

for Contract AP 61 (052)-41 13•

Pig. 13 shows the working plane, Fig. 14 the radiator without
dielectric, Pig. 15a and 15b the radiator surrounded with
dielectric.

Curve I of the Smith chart of Pig. 16 shows the input icpe-
dance Z2(0) of the radiator drawn in Pig. 5 without dielectric
for the frequency range of 200 to 1000 mo/s. Prom this Z2(O)
The impedance Z2(so) in the sketched surface z = so is cal-
oulated with the aid of equation (68) for the condition that
the region from s - 0 to s as so in filled with air. As an
example, Pig. 17 shows the migration of Z2(0) to Z2(so) along
this inhomogeneou8 line at 200 mso/s, in accordance with
equation (68), if the losses due to the silver-plated conductor
surface are neglected. Curve I of Pig. 16 shows a plot of the
calculated results for Z2(5o) obtained in this manner for the
frequency range of 200 to 1000 mo/s. This Z2(zo) is simultane-
ously the ZI(so) by which the dielectric is terminated in the
surface 5 - so . Prom Z1 (so ) and by using equation (67) the in-
put impedance Z1(0) fox the radiator with dielectric is calcu-
lated. Fig. 17 shows the transformation at 200 ms/s from ZI(So)
to Z1 (0) along this inhomogeneous line which in assumed to be
filled with a loesless dielectric ( & a-2.5). Curve III of
Pig. 16 shows the Z1(0) which were calculated in this manner for
the frequency range of 200 to 1000 mc/s and curve IV shows the
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measured veluse ZI(O) of the radiator with dielectric.

If this measurel ZI(O) at 200 mo/s is inserted in Pig. 17 then
it nan be r'-en that the measured ZI(O) lies close to the
calculated Z(O). Thus the theory has been confirmed at the

frequency of 200 me/s. The small deviation at 200 mc/s between
the meaered and calculated values has a magnitude which can
readily be explained by the losses of the radiator.

The deviations between the calculated values v.nd the measured
values of Z1(0) beccme larger with increasing frequency. These
deviations could have the following two causee:

a) Dielectric and radiator losses

b) Additional radiation where the W11 is no lcnger negligible.

The line z = so which is drawn in Fig. 1 has a length of
18.3 cm which is approximately ?o/2 at 90C mc/s such
certainly new radiation effects due to the dielectric occur

at this frequency. This line has approximately the ength

.f/2 at 6C0 me/ s such that the W11 in the dielectric
could be appreciable and cause a considerable part of the
deviation. An approximative calculation in C10] shows, that

the dielectric and resistive losses are 3ecli.-ible in the

Frequency range letween 200 ant' 1000 nc/s.

The deviations between the calculated impedance ZI(0) and the
measured value7 Z1 (0) can only be explained by an additional
raCiation cause, by the dielectric. As te impedance neasure -
ments show, V-ila additional radiation becomes consistantly
stronger with Increasing frequency.

VII. TheoretI,-al Results especially for a Dielectric having, ,>,

As was shown in Section VI, the very short radiator which is
sui ounded ith dielectric has no additional radiation effects

as compared to the radiator in air. The only effect the

dielectric is a different impedance transformation from ZI(Zo)
to zi(O). Thi :Ls also valid for a dielectric of /ur> f .

Sin e the theory for the impedance transformation (neglecting
lisses) of very short radiators has been confirmed experimen-
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tally, it suffipes to calculate the transformation of various
dielectrics without conducting measurement. The transformation

occurs according to the equation:

(70)

with

This equati, n is analogous to equation (67) for the impedane

tr -nsformation along an inhomognecius line voith dielectric with

the addition tiat equation (70) accounts for an 4, as well as a

The position of the impedance Z1(o) in the complex impedance
plane is not irvor-tant. A suitable transformation arrangement
always allovws for the transformation of an arbitrary impedance

ZI (0) at the base of the radiator to a different arbitrary

impedance at each freely chosen frequency.

Bandwidth of very short Antennas with <

The transformation in the dielectric causes a different fre-

quency-dependent impedance at the base of the radiator as com-

pared to thit of a radiator in air. As rias shown above, the

value of th i'impedance at the antenna base has no influence

upon the antenn4 performance; hovever the frequency-dependency

of the impedancu at the antenna base plays a very inportant part.

A Very small frnquency-dependency of the impedance is desired.

The question, can the relative bandwidth br of a very short

antenna be improved by using dielectric, will be considered in

the followi.ng.

The relative tandwidth br of the antenna is defined by:

R (71)
' I-
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Rl~c the real p:*',t of the~mea' Z tit the base of the antenna.

A' cording to tb~expiessior

io"neasuie 'fo-i determining the frequency interval 4 f in
%-I.ch a fr(tr ,.-~edn irreiance ,(f') =R -' jX(f) may be
'tutansfoz ned into a 2rxbitrary fteqjuency-inlependent impedance.

~~~~hi~~~~~~~~ dIn;nX .cegnrIz i P'~d/d w4 instead of

1Y/d is inseytei. Pox an ele~:tiically sh~ort radiator,
)3/d w -vpproxim.: tely eqa, o /z/dec4 . MThe ratio of the

bazi6width I. f a adie.tor withi dielectric to the bandwidth
b,. of a radciatox ir air is ac:.:ord~nir to equation (71):

.- -= (72)

rA sA

RO is the real part "of the irnpe..]arce Z1) at the base of a radi-
a~ox in Jielc:,tric. FsA is the ran! paxt of the impedance Z A
al the basc cA ;F ra-..ator in air.

Vwthe ratio tjI.,of equation (72) will be obtained at
2jO inc/s fCX *'Ei icus dieLectricE. for t>-. ra~iator in que.,tion.

T'.e ineasureo *.1-Idar.ce Z (O ef tbea radijator in air w~hich is
L.ansfomed itt ,(z0 ) =Z, (z a.;cozing -to equation (68)
a d f-orm Z,1(z.) irtc Z,(0) accordiig to equation (70) is used

The -ti n ' )zmation acooziif, -to icquation (70) is exact'

si iL-) ti.ir :,adirtcz is -very shirt at 200 inc/s and does not Sho~w

2.~i a i~i~~r~ i~thF .5 r =1 the Yatio

0.236 2.07di
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is obtained and from equation (72)

brD
=. 0.47

brA

Therefore tte bandwidth of a radiatox with dielectric (T = 2.r

/ur = 1) is emaller than the bandwidth of a radiator in air.

For a dielectric with S = / 2.5 the ratio

ORD 03 dZ A =1,82
ReD d ZA

is obtained and

b = 0°55
brA

For a dielectric with /ur > &r f r a 1, /ur = 2,5 the ratio

ReD dZA

is obtained and

brD
"' A =  lo09

brA

This is la. er than 1, but is very close to 1. Therefore the

bandwidth enlarging effect with /ur > "r Is very small.

Thus it can readily be seen that the bandwidth of an antenna
with dielectric with /ur < Lr becomes poorer when the dielec-

tric only bas a transformation effect. By using a dielectric
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with /ur jra small inprovement of the bandwidtl! as compared
to the radiator in air can be obatained. However, since no di-

electric with,/ur > is known of to-date in the frequency

range considered, the transformation obtained by using dielectric

will always cause a decrease in the bndv,Adtho Therefore the
performance of very short antennas having Y, V-ill be
deteriorated by the dielectric.

Bandwidth of a very short Antenna a ith <

With a somewhat longer radiator having

-> the dielectric causes an additional radiation as has
been experimentally confirmed in Section VI. Then RsD in
equation (72) becomes larger thcn the RsD calculated frou the
transformation according to equation (68) and (70). The ratio

brfD/brA also becomes larger than-the calculated value obtained

from the transformation equation (68) and (70). The ratio

b rDbrA as calculated from equation (68), (70) and (72) will be
compared to the measured value obtained in accordance with

equation (72) fcr a radiator surrounded with Polystyrol ( 1  = 2.5

for the frequency range between 200 and 600 mc/s. Curve I of
Pig. 20 shows t?'e calculated values fox brD/brA and Carve II

of the same figure shows the measured values as a function of
frequency. It can be seen that the values obtained from measure-
ments are always larger than the calculated ones, since the

zea-3ured data contain the additional radiation effect of the
dielectric which was neglected in the transformation calcula-
tion. However the magnitude of br /brA which was obtained from
measured data wc.:i also less than 1. This means that the some-

what larger antenna in dielectric (S r = 2.5 /ur = 1) is not

ttter than 41e antenna in air, This is caused by the fact that
the bardwidth decreasing transformation effect of the dielec-

tric whose bendvidth decreasing transformation effect is as small
as possible should, be chosen. in this respect the calculated

examp2les have sh'.vi that a dielectric having the highest possible

/i and smallest would be most suitable for this purpose.
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Improvement of the FreQuency-dependenoy of a Radiator with
Dieleotr ic

It will now be attempted to find a suitable geometric shape for
the dielectric which will tend to prevent as much as possible
the b .ndwidth decreasing tyansformation effect of the dielectric,
butdoes not effect the additional radiation, This could be
a hieved b. placing the dielectric only in those region3 of
the inhomogeneoue line where it could ni! the effect of addi-
tional radittion-

The region : the inhomogeneous line vhich is important for
radiation ik the location where the transition of the Io wave
to the N/1 wave is most pronouced, In exa,.Ain- equations (25)
and (13) it can be recognized that the transition of Vh0 to V1,
is approximately proportional to 10 2 i2 10 is the ct"rent

oi Ine \°0 wave on the radiator and Fl is defined by equation (' 6).

It can be readily realized that it is not advantageous to insert
dielectric within the field line z/h = 0.5 since the lane in
homogeneous 1-ere and no mode transition from W0 to I occurs,
Therefore the dielectric should first be inseited outside the

field line z/h = 0.5.

A second point of view which should be considered for a radiator

surrounded with a dielectric medium is the following: The length
of boundary field line is determined by the magnitude of /ur 6 C"
By means of b siutable choice of dielectric it can be accomplished
that the boundary field line of the 711 wave lies within the
boundary of the dielectric. Then the 11, mode is capable of
existing in wave form within the dielectric. For this case the
dielectric should extend outwards as close as possible to the
boundary field line of the V1I wave in air, so that the Il which
was formed J. the dielectric can also exist in the outer aiT

region in wave form.

Such a diel( 'tric arrangement would allow the bandwidth - on-
largening a itional radiation effect to exceed the bandwidth-
decreasing t - isforzmation effect, even fox the case /ur < r'
Therefore t1 e expectation exists that the use of a dielectric
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)ia'.ing fflutable chosen geometr'.c tl moruions in conjuncotion with
tantennas with h/ , >-i/20 will givie hrl/brA > 1 even for the

Ornse of /u, However the desii'al effect will not be vory

Rf~e c t o f dc.cc i iwith very ari t rt

TiLe use of a dielectric with very la~r( e /u cauaes a considerable
enThrgement of' the electrical Le hof the antenna with
h,> < 1/0 f it is regarded as E. line, but no enlftrgbment of
the alectri,;('17' lar'Cti. if it is 'xeda a rdiatoy. It it)
a farqiliar a~that on the av.orape, glines .have a soaller
bandwidti. ".' ipeiifxc cases ti_-e bandwidth can also be enlaxrged
so :2ewhat. ir- e the ecitiie pro ,e~ure iz; concerne(I v'i"h trans-

faimations, thf imp'ucvernent oil tuje bandwidt'h- ca-! aloo be

ach~leved by ineertinf', a properly' chosen four-polc2 transformation

a :xangemenlt in uhe feeding lin,-, Thexefove the 1.ansfox mation

effect of EL diE lectric with ve-,y larve /u. does not bring a di-
rE-ct irnprovemeret cf Lntenna pe: oxarca.

Fox a radiflt.! with dielectric, -a coinsiderablZ an.Lar,-enerit of

thie kandvicth ca-n only be obtuin-: ac a result of' a larg-,e

aditional 'Iit~c oviave7-~h -dO~dtirnal ra' i n cuned

by the die:J.3ctri is -ve-.Y emalf thc castc cf .'e~y small

rar4 Jators. 3iane th1e size of t.-cE det'lectric shoald nt extend

beynd the jeor-Letric height h cf the very short radiatior, the

boundary f:.ald line of the W1.irIff in air is far distant from

tni- bouYnda.Y oir the dielectric, !I( air filled retion III of

Pig,. 4c wi-.hin the boundary fi )Id 'Line possesees ar, imaginary
wava impeda.-_- .ox -,he 71mode., Due to the large / ur # the'1,
fields tha- i:., Zortaed within tlu dielectric air-, capable of

eXiating ill --a foxai of waves. wovever they decrease exponenti-

£11y in tho at.: ri.gion III of P Pg 4c eurrrcundirg the dielectric

r5ie this reg..on shows an irnagina-y wave imapedanoe up to the

boundary field line of the V11 ov in air. The very short

r3diator wich -cry large /Ur ant hi/, < 1/20 hae a very large

zfgion !12 of :'ig, 4c. Therefore +.he fields of V1, decrease very

r-.o.h until arriving at the bouri6ary field line in air. As a re-



suit they can hardly cause an additional radiation in this
region.

Therefore the use of dielectric with very large /, san not
bring an improvement for very short antenna.

VIII. Very short Radiator in a Polystyrol Shell of improved Shape

Between the field line z/h = 0.5 and the feeding point of the

radiator, the dielectric medium only causes a bandwidth de-
creasing transformation effect. Therefore the dieleotric ma-
terial should only te placed in those regions of the antenna
where it could aid the effect of additional radiation. Fig. 21
shows the improved geometric shape of the dielectric material.
This improved shape is constructed of the same polystyrol ma-
terial as that of the shape in soot. VI (e r - 2.5).

The impedance caused by the outer space at the coordinate

Z = SO which is the border of the dielectric medium is always
the same fox very short antennas, independent of the dielectric
medium. Ourve II of Fig. 16 shows this impedance ,1 at z = zo
whidh has been calculated from the impedance measurements of
the antenna in air. The transfoTmation of this known impedance
Z1 at the field line z = zo inwards towards the field line
2 a zd of Pig. 21 is obtained by using a computer in conjunc-
tion with the Runge-Kutta method for solving eq. (101)

Fo 1, (101)

this corresponds to equation (67)

Z1 is the impedance to be transformed.
ZLo is the charadteristic impedance of the feeding line.

__ (102)

The transformation of the impedance from s = *d inwards to-

wards z 0 occurs according to
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This corresponds to equation (68)

The dielectric and resistIve losses are so small that they

can be neglected in the caloulation procedure as was done with

the antenna in sect. VI.

Curve I, in the Smith-ohart of Fig, 22 shows the plot of the

calculated feeding point impedance for the frequency range

200 - 1000 mo/s. Curve II gives the measured values.

If the antenna heiaht h is smaller than Ao/20 then the mea-
sured and calculated impedance values are in good agreement.

If h is larger than )O/20 then the measured impedance values

lie closer to the SWR - 1 point than the calculated values.
This was also observed with the antenna described sect. VI

and is caused by the additional radiation effect of the di-

electric.

Pigo 23 gives a plot of bVDbrA according to equation (72).

Curve I of Pig. 23 is a plot for this ratio using the calcu-

lated impedance values; Curve II gives a plot for the same

ratio using the measured impedance values. As a result of the

additional radiation, the values for brDbrA obtained by using

the calculated impedance data,

If the curves of Fig,. 23 are compared with the corresponding

curves of Pig. 20 then it is readily realized that the new

form of the dielectric medium yields a noticeable improvemsnt

of the bandwidth. However the bandwidth of the antenna sur-

rounded with the Improved polystyrol shape in still smaller

than the bardtildth of an antenna in air.

IX. Very short Radiator in Perrite Shells of improved Shape

The medium which surrounds the spherical antenna shall now be
constructed of Perrtite material. Perrite powder mixed with
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melted paraffin (binding medium) was used. At warm temperatu-

res this n:LXturo could be formed to the desired shapes. Upon

cooling the mixture has approximately the same rigidity as

paraffin.

A test set-lp was constructed for measuring the electric and

magnetic chaxacteristics of this material. The latter consists

of a variabl s!iort circuit tuning stub, a test-sample line

and a slotted line arrangement. The measuring equipment serves

as a means determining the following material constants:

/ with 4 - ,

and (105)

Fig. 24 and 25 give the measured material constants of ferrite

of type U 60 (Fig. 24) and HIgFi (Fig. 25) from Siemens & Ialake

Company whizh were used in thu construction of the improved

shapes (Fi, 21). For measured data of other ferrite materials

see D1] . i'he constants /rand /u ' remain approximately con-

stant in th2 frequency range between 200 and 1000 mc/s.

Whereas /," increases slightly with increasing frequency and

/ur increass rapidly with increasing frequency.

Fig. 26 showa the plaster molds used for forming the ferrite

shapes.

Fig. 27 shows two finished ferrite shapes and one shape made

out of poly-ty:ol.

Pig. 28 sho- a bottom view of a ferrite shape and Fig. 29

shows the Ii tez with a spherical radiator in its center on

the measurfag plane.



Fig. 26 al

Fig. 26 b



Fig. 27

Fig. 28

Fi.R9
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Caloulation of ,;he Feeding Point Impedanoe taking into con-

sideration the electrio and magnetio field losses.

The transformat.on of the known impedance at the field line

Z = SO (see Pig, 16 curve II) inwards towards the field line
S = Zd ooours according to: ( (106)

with

this correspondc to equation (70).

As was the case with the antenna in sect. VI, the resistive

losses can be neglected since the outer surface of the radia-
tor is silver plated. However the electric and magnetic field

losses of the fErite body itself axe so large in the frequency

range between 200 and 1000 mo/s that these must be included

in the impedance calculation. Therefore a complex material con-

stant is actually used.

,4A - (107)

I, / are obtained from Pig. 24 and 25. If equation

(107) is inserted into equation (106) then a transformation

equation for thc inhomogeneous line with consideration of the

electric and maCnetic field losses is obtained. The impedance
which is obtained in this manner is now transferred from the

field line z = r1 inward towards the feeding point z = 0 by

using equation (103).

Curve I of Fig. 30 shows the calculated feeding point impedance

of the antenna vith ferrite U 60 ( F = 4.9,/t = 1.48).
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The latter is plottad on a Smith.-chart for the frequency range

between 200 and 1.0 mc/s. Curve II shows the measured values

of the feeding point impedance of this antenna.

If the antehna %ei.ght h is larger than o/20 then the mea-

sured Impedknce v-,lues once again le nearer the SV!I = 1 circle

than the caJuulated values, and cai again be explained as being

caused by t} additional radiation due to the ferrite. However

a second effect exists heye:

The measure, impedance of curve II in Fig. 30 shows an inden-

tation with e sra).l loop in the frequency range about 600 mc/s.

Here the impcdaice lies very close to the SVJJR = 1 point. This

loop is caused 'by a cavity-r3sonance of the V1 -vave within the

ferrite body. The wavelength w of the W 1ave within the

ferrite body is smaller than its equivalent in air by the

factor:
,d /

The first resonance of the W 1-wave occurs in the frequency

range about 600 mc/s where the electrical wavelength between

and z. has the values AW1 /2. The next resonance occurs at

twice this frequency namely: 1.200 mc/so In the impedance plot

of curve II in Picl, 30 one can already notice the beginning of

the second loop at 1.000 me/a.

The exaot transformation of the impedance Z from the outer

field line z = z inwards towards the field line zd occurs

according to the cequation:

(108)

rhis orrespondE -a equation (62).



In the vicinity of the cavity resonance of the W-wave, W1/V0
becomes very large and via the tan+or P1 of equation(108)

influences thi impedance transformotion dZ/ds of the W0-wave.
In the calculation of the impedance in accordance with equation

(106) the factor 1, w1 l of equation (108) was not taken into
consideration, 7 W

Therefore the calculated impedance depicted by curve I of Pig.
30 does not contain a loop.

In the impedance calculation a consideration of the W1-wave
is not possible since the magnitude of W1/i1o is not known.

Whereas the impedance Z of the Wo wave of a radiator in air can
be determined via measurement and used for the impedance cal-
culation of the W1o-wave of the ferrite antenna, this is not
possible for the W1 cavity resonance since the antenna surrounded
with air does not possess such a cavity resonance.

The resonance behaviour of the W1-wave in ferrite does not
cause a chaage in the cosine shape of the directional pattern

of the antenna as long as the geometric antenna height h is
small compared to the wavelenght. If a different antenna pattern
is desired then the geometrical height h must be in the order

of AO C-2

The cavity resonance can be considered as a transforming net-
work in the inhomo'eouo antenna line. Therefore it can be

replaced by a sttably chosen four pole network which is in-
serted at the feeding point of the small antenna. As a resuLt

it can be realized that this phenomenon does not bring a real
improvement of the antenna characteristics.

Figure 31 shows the ratio brP/brA of the relative bandwidth
of an antenna imbedded in Perrite U 60 to the relative band-

width of the antenna in air. Curve I of Fig. 31 is that of the
calculated impedance; curve II is a plot of the measured values.

As a result of the additional radiation and the additional trans-
formation effect of the cavity resonance at 600 mo/s, curve I

lies3 above curve I.
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The definition of the bandwidth is only plausible when the

impedance plot does not contain loops. Therefore curve II is

shown in broken line form above 450 mc/s.

Fig. 32 gives a plot of the feeding point impedance of an an-

tenna with ferrite HFFi (I,'= 8.25,^.'- 2.82) in the fre-

quency range 200 to 1000 mc/s Curve I shows the calculated

values, curve II the measured values of the feeding point

impedance of this antenna.

Curve II once again lies closer to the point SVT = 1 of the
Smith-chart than does curve I. Ava result of the large values

of i1 and/M. the loop in the measured impedance plot already

occurs at 350 mo/so Curve I of Fig. 33 shows the ratio brF/brA

using the calculated impelance values and curve II for the mea-

sured impedance values. Since the first loop already occurs at

350 mc/a, curve II is drann in broken line form above 250 mc/s.
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Conclusions

As was shown in TRI the practical use of a very short antenna
is dependent on its bandwidth. Therefore if one wants to improve

the characteristics of a very short antenna, a means must be
found to increase its bandwidth. This could be possible by

surrounding the radiator with dielectric material especially
ferrite. First the radiator -as surrounded with polystyrol and
the effect of various geometric forms of the dielectric material
upon the antenna behaviour was investigated. Theory and measured
data has shown that a larger bandwidth is obtained when the

dielectric begins at some distance away from the feeding point of
the antenna than in the case of having the dielectric already
begin at the feeding point. That portion of the dielectric
which is in the vicinity of thl\feeding point of very short an-
tennas can not bring an improvement in the radiation behaviour
and thus does not result with an increase in the bandwidth.

Rather, this region of the dielectric only causes an increase in
the reactive power of the tranumission line wave. This reactive
power is undesirable since it causes a decrease in the bandwidth.

These results seem to indicate that a sphere totally filled
with dielectric material may not be the most suitable shape for
surrounding a dipole.

According tort3I and LI-, a fundamental limit is imposed on the

bandwidth of antennas by the impedance of the spherical wave
function representing their radiated fields. A cosine form of
the directional antenna pattern is obtained with very short
antennas whose geometric height h is small compared to the
wavelength regardless if the antenna is surrounded with ferrite
or not. C12] Therefore only the lowest order dipole mode of these

spherical wavefunctions appears. Then the impedance of the
latter mode is the same for all very short antennas. Therefore

a ferrite shell surrounding a very short antenna does not bring
a real improvement in antenna behaviour; rather only a different
transformation form of the antenna impedance results. Our im-

pedance measurements indicate a cavity resonance of the V1-
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wave in the fer7itu body. When a ferrite with very high /u r

Is used, the cavity resonance is excited at very low frequencies.

But this resonance does not contribute to radiation and thus

has no bandwidth increasing effect because the air filled outer

space region in imnediate vicinity of the ferrite body earl not

support the ' 1 -wave in its propapgatingi foir. Only at very distant

regions away from the antenna can W1I again exist as a propa-

gating wave in the air filles outer sPace. Thus this cavity

resonance also zs only a transforming effect, Since the an-

tenna is very short all this iiansfozi:iations could also have

been accompliohed by inserting a suit-.b'e fourpole network

in the feeding point of the antrn;i.

If the antenna %s chosen to be larger than o/20 then the

ferrite material can also influence the impedance of the lowest

order spherical wave function. This i& especially true when

the ferrite she:.l has approximately the same height as that of

the antanna itself. An the antenra height is increased the

wave function alreaiy has propngat'.ng wave characteristics in

the air-filled outer vpace region neai the ferrite body. Then

additional radiation may be transmitted from the ferrite body

into space. Thin additional radiation causes some enlarge,ient

of the antenna bandwidth.
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Glossary of Symbols

A Distortion factor of the coordinate system
BJ

br Relative bandwidth

brA Relative bandwidth of antenna in air

brD Relative bandwidth of antenna in dielectric

bp Relative bandwidth of antenna in Ferrite

/3 Phase constant

C Capacity

C Capacity per unit length

0A Capacity of the antenna in air

CD  Capacity of the antenna in dielectric

io Dielectric constant of free space

ir Reltive dielectric constant
f Real part of complex rIr X

Fr" Imaginary part of complex e r

E Electric field intensity

f Frequency

A F Area element

Gn f Fouxier coefficients

H Magnetic field intensity

h Geometzical Aeight of the radiator

I Current

I Surface current density

K Coupling factor

o Wavelength in air



Wavelength in dielectric medium

;ko Critical wavelength

- Wavelength in a dielectric medium with /u and r

/UD Permeability of free space

/ur  Relative permeability

/Ur Real part of complex /ur

/ul" Imaginary part of complex /ur

W Angular frequency

Re  Radiation resistance

ROA Radiation resistance of antenna in air

ReD Radiation resistance of antenna in dielectric

Rv  Attenuation resistance

r Radius

tg1, Dielectric loss factor

tg 4. Loss factor of the magnetic field

U Voltage

W Complex wace function

X Antenna resiutance

6x Coordinate difference

x Geometrical difference between adjacent coordinate lines

Z Impedance

ZLo Characteristic impedance of feecing line with air

ZL Characteristic impedance of feeding line with dielectric

zo  Coordinate of the outer boundary of dielectric medium

ad Coordinate of the inner boundary of dielectric medium

ZA Impedance of antenna in air

ZD Impediinoe of antenna in dielectric
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Part 2: Poided dipole antenna with tunnel diode

Abstract:

Thie report-deals with the effects of a combination oonsis-
ting of an antenna and tunnel diodes. This io a first report

* ,xplalning some fundamental rules in respect to the appli-
cation of tunnel diodes with antennas; also the correspon-
ding impedance measurement teohniques are described. Part I
of this treatment is primarily concerned with the stability
problems involved in avoiding self-excitation pheneomena

within the system. Part IT discusses the basic questions
concerning the measurement of input impedance,

A -folded ,tnipole with a tunnel diode at the top of the ra-
fldator is studied experimentally as an example. The measure-
in ca of impedancee with negative renietances by using ciotted

: chfniqueu ic also described. The next report will treat.
. Inat ioni Whic are of teciuical interest,



I.Stability of Antenna _syte o n ontlng Tnn I' Del J04*g

A.. Negative Resistance Applications

The generation of a nerative resistance, shioh is achieved

either through an active four-terminal netv;ork with regene-

rative feedback or by using the mixing principles of a non-

linear reactance, requires a relntively large number of cir-

cuit components. H owever the tunnel diode offers a n egative re-

sistance in the form of a sinj:le component and its application
req:uirements as a circuit element are the same as those of a

positive resistance rith the exoeption of the following three

points:

t) The tunnel diode requires a bias voltage (approx. 120 mY).

L) Its ret-ulation range is lim-ted to a :.mnximum of 10-20 mV

caused by the descendine po:tion of its characteristic

curve

c) The insertion of a negative resistance introduces the posui-

bility of self-excitittion o: the net'-ork; in many cases this

it) iirdcsir able.

Tal Ant, ti:,e requirements listed above into consideration, the

'Yl can Le used as a nej-ative resistance elenent up to an upper

fze, uency lirnit !If£" which is also the case for positive resis-

t 'tces aniJ Iwo the name onune, namely: the reactive .ehaviour

of the ccniductox nartozial. (TI]e theoretical eocioon(ductor

i. -fect of the 71) in 'independert of frequency up to 1013 cps).

, h simple use of this circul; element thus provide additional

(*et'Tee of freedom as far as tite desinri of the electrical net-

•:.or1ais concerned, since the positive resistances and conductan-

cev, or the rerl part of impe(noes and admittances can be

compensated for ,.y the size of " n ". In this respect, two

applictition goals ct;n be set f£r the use of nerative resistance

(excluding; for the moment the use as
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a velf-oscillating devide) and are listed beows

a) feat'nuation of a load, thus achieving an ampliftiation

effect.

b) Application of negative resistances for obtaining spegial

impedance and admittance functions, expecially those func-

tions having characteristic curves turning it a counter

clockwise direction (influencing characteristic curses

turning in a clockwise direction in respect to a wide

band compensation). Amplification effect throagh the ne-

gative resistance in the case, is considered of no value.

A self excitation of this current loop would disturb the

operating conditions azd must thus be completely avoided.

B. Network Stability

Before Networks are a acu..ated it is normally assumed tha

their electrical behaviou. is such that nay transient exoi-

t tione are of a decaying nature und after a short period of

time a steady state to achieved it whiot the voltages and

currents are then only influenced by the induced signal of

the connected generatore. This asamptioa is valid for each

case of passive networks and thus r.eed nvt be investigated

for each individual caae.

Wle),A.ever thin assumption does not nocessa*- apply when the

network contains active fourpolea with reenerative feedback

And / or negative res ',stances. Therefore t cannot be assured

tv.st the methodes of network analysis, tht complex calculation

* and the characteristic curve rules all ful.fill the requirements
VEor such a system. In most oases tha trans: nt oscillations

.f circuits incorporatizg negative resistan(es do not decay

with time, rather they Increase, and as a rcsult of the non-

linear limitation effects either a etandivg oscillation will

appear or a pure exponential ourreo increase prevents an

adJustment of the operat zg point ot the negitive resistance
eLement.



Therefor'e it beCtmes extremely desirable to assooalte & 'ts

bility 3 heck in oonjunotion with the calculation of such
circuits or to cheok the stability of an existlag circuit

by means of mesurement. In addition it would be quite ad-
vantageous if a oircuit which has been proven to be instable

ouLid be stabilized by using a suitable arrangement which
does not disturb the initially preset and required circuit
functions,

Both of the above mentioned problem. will be treated sepera-

tely in the following text: First of all the problem of a
general stability oriterium check will be treated in section
C -- F. The stability-oriterium, which is actually suitable

for practical checks, is expressed at the end fo section F.

Circuit recommendations which have some chance of being

stable are given in section H. However in case the practical

applications of them should prove to be instable outside of
the operating frequency range due to stray circuit elements
which are too difficult for he~retioal consideration, these
circuits can be restrained from self-oscillation by means of
inserting a Two-Pole-Stabilizer (Section H).

C, Practical Requirements for a Stability Check

Basially it is always possible to investigate the dynamic
behaviour of a circuit via a system of differential equations
when the network structure and size of the individual circuit
co,.ponents is oomrletely known, T ile transients (general so-
lution of the homogeneous diff. eq.) as well as these currents
and voltages which are caused by the connected generator

(special solution of the inhomogeneous diff. eq.) by means of
the complex calculation can be calculated from these diff. eqn.

The transients of interest cart hardly be calculated int
prac: ce for the f'ollowing two strong zeasors:

1. If the network contains more than two reactive components

then the solution for the characteristic equation of the

nth or'er is difficult and hardly possible in practice
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2. The exa t network struotureo northe so 'of the tnivievl

dualcomponents are actually Unknown even for what appear*'
to be a simple. example. :.+4perienoe haa shown that even

stray- and couple-Teaotautoes in-the order of maan'tde

leos than I n and 1 p? re2peoively may not be neglected

if the istability criteritm of wide-band negat4ive reatioane
circuits is to be investigated.

In respect to the first above mentioned difficulty, a way

out can he found even for nth-term networks in that one

abandons the search for an explicit solution of the n-solu-

tions of the characteristic equations, and rather determines

if by means of a simple relationship of the function theory,

whether the characteristic equation contains at least one

solution (Eigen frequency) with a positive real part (an

unlimited increasing transient oscillation).

This method (encircling criterium of F.Streoker [1] [2] )
will be described only in short in the following since it

has practically no meaning in respect to the second diffulty

mentioned previously. However this method is of some value

for the derivation of the suggested method of determining

stability as will be shown in the following.

If the two previously mentioned difficulties are compared

with one another then one comes to the conclusion that a

practical anAi meaningful stability check definitely requires

measurement of the network tehaviour and network funcions.

The measrements must be corducted so completely and with

such P high degree of aocurdecy that the above mentioned

parasitio elements (1 nH, 1 pF) oan be readily pinpointed

in the measuwement data.

These requirements are fulfilled by the impedance and ad-

mittonce-funotions; in reciprocal circuits these functions

are superior to transformation functions due to the former's

clarity in respect to their universally accepted definition

as well as their reliable practical measurement. Since the
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empecially
ideas developed here have be.en developed for the use of

negatiw resistances in linear networks, reciprocity exists

wi-'hout a doubt. If on the other hand one is concerned with
a network in which aotive, non-reeiprooal fourpoles are con-

sidered, then the transformation functions are incorporated

as checking functions (for example the Nyauist Criterium).

Tne preferred funotions mentioned above can be found as mea-

I,. characteristio impedance- or admittance curves. In

, I' n such curves of a practical and realizable network
a desirable advantage in that they can be constructed

:, great case in the complex plane. However along with this

.:v Page exists the fact that the characteristic curve which
.;Vi found by measurement only wi(hin a limited frequency

range for a network which is not completely kcnown,# can be
exienred for very high and very low frequencies via graphical
c -.;t.t ion oince thic curve is always dependent upon the
.I ,1'. function of the circuit element which is directly

,')ru.,ec'ed to the meaturementterminala.

'rho Rncircling Criterium of Strecker

o'f. of thought presented in tlii., , .lction is concerned

a pure analytical search for 4 he Eigen valteis of a
co~mlicted differential equation or of a system of coupled

ciifferential equations: however they form the basis for the
Loilowing relationship between the obaracterietic curvea of
the impedance- and conductance- functions and the increasing

or decaying transients of the network.

It should be noted that a stability test no matter in which
manner it is aooomplished must pertain to the completely

closed network, and not only to that current loop which en-
nompasses the negative resistance. For example, if one wishes

to Insert a TD into an antenna, then the network consists of:
the %ntenna with the surrounding region and the receiver input

. .Tp....nce. if Cht7: .,atatr were to be changed slightly (for ei:-

yprox. ) the conditii;n of matching would hardly be.



.tered. Exwever as far as the stability investgation is

concerned, a completely different network now exists and can
for examp. ' oome unstable resulting from the alteration.
This crit! &AI operation behaviour of circuits containing no-

gative re.. _ntares rests upon the fact that the desirable
effect, _ io- example deattenuation, obtained by inserting a
negative :eia"llance. forces a circuit design which is already
trery closc I.-) the stability margin.

' 'he trana ', (.urrent time functions) of a purposely chosen
simple 6X, LjI. as in Fig.1 will. be iuvejigated via a system
of dlffer6ntial equations. The following solution form is

t icipated:

ape1t I P2 t

t o1 + o2

This means that each mesh currents i . 12 etc. conists of

a sum of time-dependent current components the number of which

is the same as the number of independent energy storage com-

ponents within the network. As far as the-stability conei-,
deration Is concerned only the time dependencies are of interest,
there.fore only the Eigen frequencieo or transient ch racterie-

ticn: pol; p.2 etc.; the initial amplitudes, I., etc.. are

not of in,- .

-ha 
2 jr s e r ie

Zxami. for a simple circuit inlcluding a ne,-ative resistor.
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1.0 the volae drops are summed for the mesh currents in

the olookwise direction the following is obtained:

Ur
lesh I ai ( ' R)+-C 1dt - dt0

) ipqh 2 a - tdt + I( dt4L--" ,, A - 0
?I.S i )2 dt 2 P

After the sa.,ititution: jI  I fQpOt I S 1 ot has been

made in the e,.ations and the latter divided through the

funot ion: epot

Mesh 1 I( -R + ) + I2(-P) -o

mesh 2 8 , - + ]2( -L + PoL +  ) o
o 0

In this mar jz the system of homogeneous diff. eqn. Is trans-

posed to a .yaem of algebraio equations in which po and the

currents a P ,2iknown. The resulting equation system is one in

wbich zero le zhe value to the right of the equal sign; sinoe

Ii and 12 ,.vo4d not be zero, these equations are only satis-

fied when . t 'sterminent of the coefficient-matrix disappears,

then:

, 0oC  O 1

A-, .o (i)
11 1

p 0 0+ p 0- o o °L + RP

- 2 p nLC P(L-RnRPC) (Rp-R)0 ( 2)

_.. -0.31 f. p.. .. .. . .. n .. . . .
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?vie relati- Mip C),iio the determing equation for the n-Eigen)
t'requencl.. po;,* P0 ~ u etc. and will be called the
(mflrncxet4. c~ - i.uation. Iii respect to the abo.e example a
vecconii cvcjtr jo.(ynomiat is obtained and only two solutions:
*Ager frejuerrie5p. a r~d pexist fae which the polynomial
can ~ t rh~'alue zero, and pertain, chen only to two energy

oltojge ilk Iccu it) the n; twork.

'Ihe methoo o; r !acapov3ing the eystem of' coupled diff, equations
a 1j., --tEorl of algebraic equatioito .inatead of setting up

the characterljitic equa. in tLhe usua.± manner has been done

i'iertiorJly here in order to be ah-le to make use off the

.PAt1'iic Ord.er ticheme. In this mnnuer inuli Jeraied networke cant

be lnveti~ated In a digest~ible manner, for example by using

the many~ transformation rulea for equivalent matrixes thus
v.-nsidera':Ily simplyfying the calculation p.racesdure ff;r the

det-erminerit In addition some general pure algebraic stabi-
1.2ty tent r~ethods exist, wbieh rest, upon the coefficient ma-

,Irtx net. A.p iin (1) (for exam~ple the determinent criterium of
1,IT:rWitV 1). Aleo -Lt la common practice to obtair -the deriva-
t.i.,rn ',iF lin'edrince and conduactance functiona from such mesh
'j~iuqonn ir mtrixes, and In th'A manner the relationzt/hip

~ tbe O1nracteritjtic equation and the network functions
iPe~dnncF., or :vductance, transformation~ values) cani be written.

?ran nth ler- network a polynomial of' the n th_ order. i& oh.

I. a'Ir, e a c the 'ThEractel-it'L eiuation:

Tpl n' U' ' 4 0 1no U (3)

! iid it Jo w1 not, posaiblie to cal.culate explicitly the n-nolu-

'A'uwi writq -re' tre r -!1.gei. frequency vaueo.

Thin nLfV 1, y c e bypni.aed irt the following maniter.

!,cturiily j" ,s requitred 1hat the numerical value off eact(
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he known, r'inoe we a're only intereste4. in determining, if the
i~itwork -to rtt-e or not and Jt seeme to b6e unimpor-tant to-
1:now exrctly in what respect the corresponding network in un-

~ ~Thl s means that It Is not reqired to know the exact
i'I tu1n(!tiof with 'which a transient decays or Increases in

~',~iUETheret'ore It. in aufficient t~o k-nowo if any one of
1- xloA.ltiofs p "I of the characterisetic equation poes a

~'~:L ~real part"~4" If this ccndition does exivi,

&11 r~ ~rufl. componeni.: '0I Q C..s JAO Rt iuve all

Swit). ir~c ,aut,,ng time, however t..oP -,rter current cornponentn3
.f.icti ii.ove a ic-rtive r'eij. pa'rt In tne exponen't decreaqe to-

w :!li ze'rn wi 0- Lneret~iing time

Aoi-r~rdin4:lij, t'h.hq ini1ia' current amplitudes hi . are also un-

4 ''il<anid riced riot be dieterminaed here; thoy could have an

,t; ItirTy aall value for example: they could describe the
:,'1 !tuld olf the circuit component itself. The expo-,

ziti!n;1,re-aue an~ a function of time in reallity determ~x-s

Avnl.;flr!~ bevvl'ur of the circuit. It can occur that the

* .- ~~r.~mnimy aevolop into a oteady state oscillatin

Srenulti.'z frnm the vaort-inear behaviour of the

)~ eM.ugualliy of the negative resistance itnelf.

~ 'inw'r the ripcinive quention above:. "Does -the
r'. mr-Jtc~n~r aea en one nolution with a po-

-..%r-L:ptrtr-V" Thew following treatment ia made: The

k.' ~.ts:Iv of the po~lynoiial (3) in oubotituted by a ge-

nurim~er "p rinl the fo loviig charateristic fuic'--

it *jt *''* apa~ - (4)

-. ~~a- the ~~-i . tran formationfi'(

* . ~:~iiri~f'rom' the r'ompiex p .plari to the complex

i f,. lyiry th i n up ji a ry a x,., u o ii e ppa ". in

t a .z ni thun! ~'*a 0 *42.
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Theretti the pblyl ad ~$ S ~op~

1 1 e~f t 2 n ar fectorl 0 )oorresponds to a veator ini

K(?.' va]L, P 1 C -the mnovble point -'on tkf3eimagiAner-axi*
r t Le n,-work io stabli, 'which means that all
t~e~ r ~ 'ni e on tbe lef't sloe of the p-lnthen1

r ct~rro~tes boutrihe angle Tr. as 0 *Wakee on all
~4 ia'aad In Uhla or der. Thi- rotatlon

~Ic. ~mut*t howev er be equal to the rotational angle %t
tl~i: F-ve-ctor ou the right side of the 'equation.

nIfF

.*:irov in tiie p v lane Thoeplotted oiawve of the,
aiding 7 - Funktioa0

" .Yevez, tt pozo 1tIon of the 1Figen values are not kowua
the p-planc b~ut the transformwtion of the imaginary a"if

n- the pi-pia~ ~in the curve P( 4-, ) Is available- by- equation
0) J'wsver _ci the order of the polynomial ins peoifled by
P,. an6c t[,,r'. aloo .:he nimber of 'the poosible 2Eigen frequencies,
.ir I inear fWc ria of the eeparation as in (6) it can now be
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nalds A voootr (7-0) whiCh exists between te. origin of she
?-plane to the points on the areo F( w ), will rotate about
th}e origin with the angle *WYn. if the 2ioruit Is atble,
which means that all the Elgen froquenoies have *eative real

T --to (see fig.2 + 3 for n=2). Rowever if instability exist.,
-. oh leans that at least one Egen value Is located in the
right aide of the p-plane, then one of the n possible vectors

1, n)t exist in the left side of the p-plane: thus its
-,rresponding rotation factor +r is missing and the rotation

ra, tor -' of the corresponding vector causes its appearance
in the right side of the p-plane (see fig.4).

t hus a single Figen frequency having a positive reel part pre..
vent, the maximum possible rotation angle of the (P-O)-veocotr

/,In A" nMil by the factor 2.

Therefore the results yield:

the circuit is stable for 0 a nI" (7)

he ,ircuit is unstable for < nI)

-J 7> J

1,eroa in the p-Plune The plotted ourve of
aidin F - Funktion.

In conclusion it eho~d once again be noted that these stability

checkitrg procedures my only then be applied when the network

otructtre is known. The characteristic curves which are depicted

in fig. 3 + 5 describe an aiding funotions P ( 0 ). which has
no meaning other than being an helping funotlon and also ean

not be determined by oirouit measurement.
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t the foll1owing It, will be shown that "the ohsw otqi*±#s .

equation ()is, contained in each impedanco ad Oamsq
function. In addition the lialtatione ini unsing te hsso
terietio curves of such fuzctions ia roepeot to the stability
check# whiob. wai developed ip the Orec-ading sectiong will .be

Firast of all a -,Aple network as In "tig.6 will be inveetigated
in order to dieterminO the relationship between the Eigen fro-
quenciee of a network and the respective impedance or conduo=,
tance frunctions, The network of fig.6 oaine a lossless
parallel resonance circuit. If in the following re~lationships

Example for a circuit having serob OA4

a finite voltage exists ait the network terminals even for an
infinitely cml current "I" (open. ckt. terminals) then Yb :: 0.
?Qr the abov3 example this condition can easily be visuallied:
For the Eig 7, frequency Wo a voltage can exist at the terminals
of a louglev, aank circuit withou~t requiring that a curent be.
induced intc thie network from without. This means that the Elgen
-'requencies of the network are obtained from the requirement:
,f 0. For dihe above example the following in valid:

b V16 pL

*and from Yb *0 or p2 c Up I t, ' the folwing is obtaineds

the aubscrip t, 'b0  Mealip that' tile corrspondinsg oluto
pertains to e1 bra oh o the netwo~



Each 1upedaluot, ao~olwtnoe end t mettoftittioim ;016ti 11110" 11
of ratio of two polynomialt wUMons~z~s~olT

b '. Aa aP- M.
babp + bpjP + UI +p b (O

Theref ore, if the Elgen freqiasnolek can be calculated trait the
requairemuent! Yb M-0 then the nummerator polynomial In (9) Must
be identical to the characteristic equastion (3 ) offte *Ircqit,
as compared to the, previous section where they were obtained
from a system of differential equationse. (For an impedanc

futogo the polynomial of interest is found In the -do-
nominstor.) 1- this respect It Is unimpotn an to whisk terminals
the conductanov function (9) pertains mine the nuasrstor Is
identical for all. bfound In the network. Therefore when, h
impedance or ooldizctanoe function can be presented in,&algebvale
form as in e - tion (9) , the, chamatriftic equat Ion cam be
recognized allowing for theues of the enoirolSing ariteriu of(7).

Setting UP ths a0=lytical ocadtane function Is some6"00t
simplified by meamo of a continued fraOtIOR oorrespUding 'to ma
arbitrary ne~twork branch as coapsied to Getting up te Wet..s
of coupled differential equations and iaculating the deter-
minent of the coefficient matrix.

Sefore the encircling oriter u can be applied In a aereOly
traphiomi manner to characteristic curvvs, (actually this goal is
the only one of practical interest) the, meaning 6' the den*LM-
tor polynomial of equation (9) should be given:

If a finite murrent is measured at the terminals; or fig.'? vril&
thouigh the v itag. is infinitely eMal In amplitde (InPX*t

terminals of filg.7 short ofrcuitef) then In tus rolationship:
I ft u-yb of the conductanoe Yb must have M iUe .ob , Ofh
denoinaor polynomial or equaflc, (9) aust bomesc.Th
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Ma"tori which I4 atred in I'

oh manners. Tho denominator T
polynomial of a conductance
function Yb (or the numerator
polynomial cf? a impedance )PIg.7
function 2,)In the oharacte- Exmlefr is oircut..
ristio equation for 'the net- havinig pols

work which is short circuited
at its termi~nals (for Yb or Zb).

Tn order to make use of the previously mentioned stability check,
the degree of the num~erator polynomial must be known; this
kcnowledge cannot be obtained from the shape of the charsoteris-
tio cur've. However it is known that for all the impedance, con-
ductanoe and1 transformation functions, the numerator and-de-
nominator polynomial differ at the most by one degroe , which
means that they differ from one another by at most one Kigen
frequency or one vector In the p-plane (see fig.'2 + 4). This
relationship Is independent of the number of the reactance
components which the network contains@ thus independent of the
mgnitude of *a* and On" in equation (9).
Proviously it has been mentioned that the complete rotation
angle, of the function (3) or (4) isn A.IY when the variable W

pdais through the values from - OXD to + 00 and the network Is
stable, which means that all the Eigen. values lie In left side
of the p-plare. However due to 'the fact that 4
the rotation portion of the denominator polynomial has the-
opposite sign as compared to tie numerator polynomial and since
the two polynomial. can only differ in their degree by the value
of one, the couplete rotation of a (Yb..O)-vecor can only have,
the following values' I m -1'6 ~ 0, or.~ +Vf

Pig.(8) shown ftess three possible oasesa they differ from cne
.another in thav either the dregree of the numerator or denomi-
ator polynomial Is larger or both have the came magnitude.

TVhe circuit differs In that the network struacture directlry b h'ad

I'z
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uo tAormz 13*M1 f LUr& aud tho.oorr eap':,7
curve* 4iff or iA their And points for tho.

At this potnt a limit-at! n must be madat the *zu o t4
whIch is a cornductance, funotion 1**ing a higher 4u0 U.: the
denominatmt vpnlynon'ial# Is to be excluded In the fouowIft(
enuiderat: oais, This~ particular starts* with a seriest 06NOZM
whero.-as the ioaductancen Yb) which are to be oonsid5sr4 herej
are always t, I-e measured parallel to branch. This limitatIon
is not aer.c~an since the okaracteristioY Yb-curves, which serve
for deter.-r:-'inW oircuit stability, may -correspond, to any *rbi-
tratily cof zi terminal pair up to this point. Alsuo for aet-
workas in wbich the structure is not completoely known, a termical
ean certainly b3 found at which a branch, namely an arbitrary
parallel aopoJent as for example a parallel capacitancep ezists.

* .(3J..a 1(J)+% I Fig. 8

Op-I

S Y

-O "

I ~i. A. *46 4"f. $*'mtIse of a #*-bvor with the ows.Ma

&ddtaxpo OuVsV.
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Therefore it can be said that the (Y570eOot wit *t

considered an existing between. the origin, and a xovseble ol te
the Yb-aurvs, can only rotate by the 832gle a mI or A

if the'network (see fig.&)Jis stable, as the vect~or point pass#*
along the oawracteristic curve for all frequencies' W0 4o to

W0 CO in this order.

Now is to be arsvmed that the network is unstable; thus the
numerator of the Y Z-function possesses at least one zero in ths

right aide o.-L the p-plane whereas the denominator has only Eisen
values (for tho present consideration) in the left side of ,the
p-plane as depicted by fig~ga,+ 9b., Since the vector in the
right side of the p-plane gives a negative rotation component,
the rotation angle sum of the passive conductance. function given
above, cannot be maintained, The angle A0 of fig.9 attains the

* ~ Jvai~s: j6 - -1' or A0 - - 211 even for a single increasing Eisen.,
frequency these values cannot exist for any branch-conductance

il of a stable network (fig.8),

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S

b2( J L~b1  J~ob0  S. %

a. . .&0W+

Y49:Plsad.z.o evw ihte oisodnbdites b60WY55. 
,.
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N z tihe 'iwre i E- quirement for f ig. 91 namely that the circuait
ie s'tablo ic tc.-46' condition of short circuit at the termixmals
Of' Yb, the iteb,.ity oriterium can be stated in the following
marnerow Thei .x 1 Tr is stable, if the rotation angle of thet
vector whict. it -pictured as 'existing tetween the origin and an
arlitrary p, Jr (rin the characteristic cur~ve of an arbitrary branch
or ductanc~ I not negative.

At this poiu j seems that an objection oan be made; namely!
What inizsE'does the stability criterium have when it
also requixr z experimental detarmination of a specific eta-
bility, (witt ohzrt circuited termi.aals)? It should be reminded
here, tha ; te p-4rpose of the stability check is not only one of
determininge whather the particular network in question is stab-
le, (thime uld elso be determined via experiment) rather the
principal p-:r.;.e of thi, method seems to be the determination
of definite arz-~ngements which allow for stabilizing the network.

Since the ct-,Ace of the measurement terminals is completely free
fur the above mentioned oriterium, and no requirements of the
network (for example concerning the number of the negative
resistances 2ontained therein have not been set) i.-t seems
theoretically . ,sible, that a terminal pair exists at which
firsts a eobrt .Arouit does not cause instability, and second:
the measta'neent equipment does not effect this condition(as
could be ca..,dad by the input impedance of the measurement equip-
mezat) since the measurement at an oscillating network cannot
yield data -viic.* can be evaluated, Later, this general but in-
su~fficient !) uq!ation of a stability criterium will. once again
oereferre. -L ',At dropped for the present, since the required
.1izitationr it.-;ioned previously in this respect cannot be guaran-
;C1d when a:.-.luel reliable ascability test is to be acoom-
p31shed for i )aplioated circuit.

31-e exper! . has shownthat an unstable network remains
ixr table fc:: 'r~c~jL oases even when a network branch is short

'~.'a.ite (.cut:lyvery few branches of the network are readily
giv'ilabl. r , mfaasurement) an :impedance or conductance function
canmnot erxk~ao e' clear stability examination when these general
requirecr::ti &.La considered.
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Tl.t reason .'or a above statement can be obtained from the

following tra1n of thoughts If the denominator of example in

fig.9 had a.. o !. Li an Eigen value 'in the right side of the p-plane

(unstable uider ne conditions of short circuited terminal pair)

then the r st. rotation component of vhe numerator polynomial

would hav f,..e:i ,ompensated by the corresponding component of

the denomirzior ,olynoraial, and the rotation angle check of the

Ybofunctior, wci,.2_ have givCn the same reault as the case for a

stable circ,' t fig.8).

Therefore i'" iR t ie clear hat the previously developed rota-

tian-angle.hec &. is insuffiecient for 4uch cases. Certainly the

investiga&v ;:: viu measurement of such network is aluo fruitless

since, as his already previously been mentioned, the mz.asurement

of an cecil" tA- network is of no value- however if the charac-

teristic cuve o-1 aach a circuit had been conetucted in the
refuetance o:. oonuciance plane, then the instability could have

been predicted b means of analizing the behaviour of such unusual

characterietic carves, For example: if the characteristic com-
pletely remi.lnz in the right side of plane and contains only

counter clockwlic turning curvatures. Also the correlation of

epscific regiozzs in respect to their boundary curves as obtained

from confornT.i1 msping principles can successfully lead to de-

%rminatlov cf an instability in that one determines whether the
o tgirn of the Y. plane can be mapped into the region of the
p-plane havng 7> 0. Additional cy'terione of %his nature is

be .ng intert o-y ommitted here eince a desirable system in

this reepec- coud not be obtained as of yet and the majority

of such crf,",erlone only lead to an instability statement; however

i difintp conoliisicn is reached as to the stability,.

F Poeaibii for a Clear Stability Determination

From the ocaeidpraione developed in the preceding section and

eerecially :':om the determination of the influence of the de-

n3..itnator p)iymo3tlaI, the following two restricted assumptions

wh.ch allow ffoi- e clear and meaningful stability check via measured
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1he circuit contains only Oe negative' resistanoe.,

*The meawared or geometrioally constructed obareateristlo.
curives, which are used for the stability check, z'.fe.to
thoue aircuit terminals, between which the negative resistan-
oe has been inserted, (therefore no longer in an arbitrary
network L ranch,',

In iVhis manner it is guaranteed that the denominator polynomial
of the teat- Tuction Ycan never ha-ve Figen values in the
right side of~ the p-plane, since the network which is short
cirwuited at thoue terminals is definitely passive,
T : only existing n~egative reoistaace would have no effect due
to the short circuit, and the zta'Lernentsa e for fig.8 for a
stable cirouit in respect to the rotation angle of the (Y bO)_

vector 8r the given valuee pertaining to an -,,natable cirouit'for
fig.9 are valid, The ae800iated requiremnent,. that the test
function must pertain to a branch of the network (in contrast
to a terminal pair which would exisit due to a junction separation4)
1-0 withou doubt fulfililed by the above requirement No.2 and
reoine h~erein,

Ine can P -wmrize in the -following marinez-:
One ioaaltere that a veoc:r~r exisets between thetorigin to the

COi --5 c!' " he "Y l''Iui1aot etkX m re ale or geome-
triruai coxstxvctinn foc, th onl''v network trmiajs, which contain
thie aep dT.ve ;es;ejefln the cir uit, is tnen stablewhen

this vector does undergo a clockwieerotation; thus the rotation
angle 0 either has the value 0 or T

(For the sake of clarity, these investigations were carried
through only for branch-conductanoce values, The same test orite-
riums are also valid for a branch bisection impedance (impedance
betweer. i-he two resulting terrnitals obtained by oppain6'a net-
work -',,,: hue the branoh corteiniyng ihe nega-rtve resistnce
must 'v- opened and the impedlance at ~the6 two resuA'ting new terminal.-

*m~ist t-,? measured. Du~e V) 'the 4esire of otainirg practical'and



* a, onvn eeasurement techniques, this test function is
snome,iat v ns tAtble. When branh-upodanoes So am are used
then the esgL zif the given angle value dhanges, b-

Before the -m.tical signifaanoe of the limiting assumptions
is to be die,:seed, the above mentioned stability oriterium
should be transformed to a suitable form. Since the characteristic
curves whio are to be evaluated, exist in an unusally large

frequency range, they can continuously lie further away from the

point of masching (operating frequency) by spiraling about this

matching potn wtth varying radius. Therefore the presentation
of ouwves lia thc Smith diagram should be set in preference to

the ?WeViuoa prEaertations in the artesian coordinate system.

Rowa',ir t? pertion the impedance and conductance characteristic

curves for a circuit containing a negative resistance, pass
through the negative portion of the plane; the above inferred

advantage (in 'he unity circle) of using the Smith Chart also

haa the large dievantage that the negative plane lies outside
of the unity circle in the negative plane for the same transfor-

mation (Yr = Y--yo and extends~o infinity.

This difficulty can be bypassed by transforming the test-func-
tion Yb and the l;est point (origin). If one considers the faot
that the oondaotance at the terminals of the negative resistance
always, has tL.' form: Yb = Y " - , then the following variation

of t e t st veo7or is possible: n

b- 1 - U . Yig 1o

I L

Ift'T6
Fig.lo Trans "rmation of the ourve Y (d) into the curve Y(W)

iZor the sake of a suhtabXe stability testo



This means that a new conductance function Y exist., *loh re-

places the pri#.Iously used test function Y or the vector whioh

was drawn tetveen the origin and the loous of Yb( W ), is replaosd
by the new tet vector, now considered to lie between the po4 t

to the loctus of Y( a, ), (fig lo).
n

The new tect function "Y" is that conductance, which remins
at the reee etivc terminals, when the nogative resiqtanoe is
remioved . "here',re a pure paseive oondutance function remains
and the co:rreporiding characteristic curve can never exist in the
negative hfilC psne,.

Therefore not oriy is tne practical use of thie Smith Chart

assured, but cdditionai practical advantages are obtained:

The self e:citation of a circuit ie now D.o longer of a disturbing

nature when eiv.rerimentai investigations in the form of measure-

mente are uadi.rtaken, since the circuit can only then become

. unstable ?'hen the recga'Tie resitance is connected. If the
network contains other negative resistances, then the atove

or..terium can be applied, (if even the first of the preset re-

q uiremente Ls Aiolated) if the measured characteristic curve

of the test function verifies the condition, that the network
is passive.

Charatenric curves of paesive circuite correspond in. one

respect to he matching considerations of known geometric our-

va-tres," "t ii A actual measuremient is superfluous in many
cases) and ,orrespond in the other respect to the firm limi-

tations of their curvatuie concerning the rotation sense of a
v-'itor which is pictured as extending to such characteristic

cLu.rves

NoW in cone:4deration of the previously mentioned condition

that a stab.e -,,work 'is rormarked by the fact, that the vector,

which is'oonvidered as being drawn from the point to the

points on the curve Y(a ), may not posse a olockwIse rotation

senite, an on the other hand, H.'o:Lter [4] has proven, that

such a veot-,r y not posses a b6kwise rotation sense if the

!
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iotwork is jasoive, it can readily be cooluded, that ihe point
maynotIt encompassed by the tout curve if the circuit in to

0%stable.

Now the impedanae function can once again be introduced au the
3quivalent lost function: if the point '~in the conductance
plane is not encompassed by the oharacter~stic curve "y( Wo)"
then the poirt P~n is also not encompassed by the characteristic

curve Z(U ) in the impedance plane,, since in the case of re-
aIprocal trareformation the correlation of points and regions

remains the eame. Fig.11 shows the curves in the impedance and
admittance 1).ranes for some examples of stable and unstable

circuits,

Now the salility criterium, can stated in its final form:

"If a negative resistance -Rn is ;:o be inserted in-
to e p~rsive network and stability is to be guaran-

teed., then the characteristic curve for the immit-
tneat the foreseen terminals for tunnel diode

ins~eti-nn must not encompass the point s- n the
condurAance plane or the point Rn in thenimpedance
:plane.'

wntabel a)/

linstabel" "stabel"

Pig.11 Stability test by lapedmnoe and adaittana ourves. The right
examples ares stabel, the left ones are instabolo



G. 4n,,7,~ the Ligatation Agwamtioag

It should b,4 re:.--inded that the reliability and o3.srity of the
pre~t y r~r~s. ~ tea*. 1'ty - r:terium of the measured

*~ ~r ro..:u..*"'r1 de~~~xvee Wa&a aocom-.

L!' t

condUI t1v-ic .1a k~ a~tion hardly _-e'a to b~e of ehia

interest)

2., The meaiured )r. geometrically construzcted characteristic
curves wnioh are used for the stability consideration,, mst
apply i, tho.3e ' erminsa8 of the network, between which the

r~p~rm~ -,i fz lnaeri.ed,

* 1I E or~i~~e 1,h;e p):S(A!' Cal 1:.r desired, either
a a I.Wo l;'... !p 1iirt "r av, .Z'I me ax 'e, for' ob.alring

ereciaj lFetarce Nfnotiona, ihese requiremven'ts may become
6:i1 ,-'f au - e vi*~irnotsibie t.o i'f'in In the f ollowing

~~iga t IL:x o -NIil be coniduntc- for ,-he arnplication be--

-L1n -e trhi! lb a coriplete2y dioeriliebal

-s ;i?*- %1 *' !6 A p.V ac inU t per--

a- i. j'~ Q Ei.*' K. ' C p, e ~'

't, 0r).~ 'e .-toine figur'e of Vhe T. D.



The use of m. -e than one T.D. is not necessary in this case.

I' in additic i hL "Gein Bandwidth Produot" .In to be inoressed

via series crnnt L:tion of several stages(having displaced tan):
orcuit freqi , then these stages nust definitely be one-way

buffered froc. i.n adjoining stage by using, a non-reciprocal

four pole (u ilin, Gyrator). If this viere not done, the end re-

sult would be a multiple parallel connection of tank circuits

and TIDos wbhi h ahaves in the same wanner as a single tank

circuito T. e ro'-'eciprocal four poles breaks the circiit down

into se-eral coirponent networks without reverse inpedfnce be-
he.viouro Lilc co::,ponent network, which thus only contains one

T.D.- fulfil), tie above mentioned requireaents, and can there-
fore Le cleaily 1rvestigkted.

Tbe desire for injerting several T.Dos into a circuit is then

alvw, ajs deoir,.cle, vhen available power of a single element

(appiox. 10 /_I/ fox Ge-TDa) reaultini from the uinute voltage
relfulation re,,:.on, is insufficient. (Por an oscillator appli-

cation this i, obvious. It should be shortly mentioned here

that also for tais applicationvhich refers to an intentially

unstable network, a stability is defivitely woxthw~kile, since

an undeuiratla sharp shift or change of frequency must be

avoided.)-

The direct pnr:ale-l connection of several T.Da, which fulfill

the above lia ticns, however is without practical signifi-

canoe, since .. ,shaving an arbitrary low resistance can be

produced, Howuvex the possibility of obtaining 1tabiiity becomes

continuously iore critical as the resistance oIQ the TD is de-

ozeCae .:z In this ense a series connection of low-resistance

T.*Ds appears lo .e suitable; It seeral, that a negative re-

sistance is t-en obtained, which has a factor n (n - number

of T.]D.s) laroer -:oltage regulation xangeo However this arrange-
meat of real negative resistances is not poss&ble in principle

with T.D.a, since a relatively complicuted network exists all-
ready when tunnel diodes are connected "in aeri .due to the

internal reactive components of the T.D. and A single negative



rei..istance i .7er be obtained in this manner. Such serie
CL:4'!wits aroZ0 " 2c4lly unsitable (oven when the actual network
con~siota of '~iecomponent for excviple: largest possible
ohmic aondiiw '.nrce) if oneo expects. that a suitable bias vbltajge
diatritutioi ~"samon; the Individual elements. In the case
of indiVidu.12 _'as voltage supplies, a series connection is
baesi(ally pn)?and can be tested in principle by the above
nerntioned cr' tii:.,

in conclusiv:- j'. an be noted that the T.D. practically does

.zot full und~'t ainy limitutions for a single active element when
coinuidered fir ie application as a low-noise small signal am-

pliier for',icroviaves (this is the most inportant field of
application _-c the T.1),.).

An objection to the second requixernent (which pertnins to die-
ekinr the ch;.. ,cteristic curve at the terrninals of the'nel-ative

ieoistjncu-) can -aadily be made since these tez-ainals are not
* acoeosible Lincz they are located approximately 10 to 100Z

apart from onez nother within the semi-conductor crystal. WIhereas
* the reactive .o~ionenta of the T.D. may be neglected for circuit

consldeiatloi~s iLeiow 100 Atc, these internal. -iecUive components
such as the oarasitic socket and lead reactance nay not be
reilected foi tac stability consideration. These paragitie sle-
..:ifls as diplecdz in Fig. 12 have been reduced to extremely small
vailoes via te oo~;hovever the ,iensurement of the same can
te 1COAJLikt ~th sufficient accuraicy by usiing the methods [5J

* M.ich viao e,,pe-aly developed foi this purpose.

Thcrefore tL~e chiaracteristic curve Y e(w ), measured at the lo-
cittion of' planned T.3)S insertion, can be transformed to the
eultaL'le te,,t cirve Y'((o) by means of a four pole transformation,

Lee Fir. 13,

14
Pig. 12 Pg*1

TD oquivalon-4 sio;Vork. Trasformation of',the measured
admittane, of the aotual network
into the suitable teat .fuiktioA Yo
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Such a transformation has been acco'mpli.shed in Pig. 14; 'the
oiuit is-stable.

P'OX praCtiCL1 applicaitions this rethcd has the following die-
advantag;es: .7* ha&r already been explained that the purpose of
the stabiliLy teat Is not onlyr that o-. determining whether the

*iaracteristid curve is suitable, but rather this test should
also enatle the determaination of suittble arrangements which
aid in attaininig a suitabl* change. in the curve. The reactive
com~ponents of the equivalent 2.D. *irouit of Pig. 12 #Md 13
cannot be complttly freely chosen.- since this oan only be
aabieved by sorting out. the "..D. accordingly to the desired
par~aeters. '%oever the ohar;aoterittio curve. of very few air.-
,uti transformed by the equ~yalont reactive ,oircuit of the TOD.,



- AM

in 6sRO)) a woY. r Lo i6, yiel a $luitatio obd~w~4
tic ng ebAnge :Must 'e o,': IS.e i b.~~

,4or~ aiee U.I." due to tile -tout, pole znta$*4%.
exieting between'the ne4eative reeletAmoe and AM,,~i4
it is not-directly Possivle to determine the d*0r1et16I -*4 4
In xespect -to a stability consideration by'obserfl-.*M lhe -Cue*

Therefore there renains tho desire to be atle to mmk*i a 04bi.
lity consideration directly at the terminals of 'the actual, aix..
cult. By means of a suitable change of the test oriterium thi's
desire can be taken into aoocunt.

Until now the stability check zested upon determination and the.
evaluation of the relationship between the caatrsi uv
and the test point. If it is desired to-transfer the checking
relationship from the real teat point Or B 'to the frequency
dependent input impedance Zh (w ) of the T.D., then the new oor..

responding t.38t methiod consists of: tborourlily investigating the
X elationship, between the input impedance Ze of the circuit and
the characteristic iripedance curve or the TD~ i order to d-tewuls.,

* wLi(t~'r mututil ouwve shapes sad intersection points exist.

In this zes3F'ect a characteristic imapedance curve (will'called a
lounuary curve in the followinig) exiots via imaging the impedance.

(or cor,:uctance) curve of the T..D. in 15. This boundary
ouive iuthe locus of all irlpedlaflcs w~hich transform into the
point Itfor the respective frequency parameter. The impedance
Curve~s Ze(W ) of the circuit to be tested, may not intersect
*Vhe boundary in this backward-diagram for the sane frequency
Q~ara-.eter, :,ut may p08808 an arbitrnry shape aie a function of
frequency lxiloq the boundary curve. Now in respect to the cr1..
tcrium expressed at the end of the preceding section, a circuit.
is not only thern unstable Wihen the test curve intersects the
tceut point thkis would be the specific boundary case between
atatility and instability) but orze generally expreoeado the
aircuit is. unstable when the test curve encompasses the test
point. A necesaary for an *nconmvmmant (encirclineg) is that

xho churadtariatio 'curve intpeaots the reel axis.'Ih the back-



ward-diaeram te-lant requir-emwnt v,1XWASe4~ t
to~ett-r' to b te atel may not ItzieiOt , t4

curve (-broken curves In F1'3. 1'6) at a imutuai£quo itttW
Thi; 4is xtiqu..red since all points -on each -otavi Is tz~f~
into the xea4 axtu at the :ces~eetivxe ftequerloy VIA th tran#w.
formotion four pol.e (see Pig. 13).

Impedazice urve of a ~

Backward-diag'amm of a TD.

Thus the stability criterion in the backward diagrata is the
followiing;

The circuit is stable vhen:'

1. the character'.stic curve to be tested Z e(W () (o Y e(U)))
must remln-oomipletely below the boundary curve or

2. the charact~eristic curve to be tested m~ay intersect or bound

the bounda:y cuirve, but only under the condition, that no
common poiLnt exists for the same frequency.

Fig. 17 a shows en example;' at a mutual frequency of 1.,B Go

an intersect,_ig point ex iots and the cl.xcuit -is unstable. in

Pia. 17b the characteristic curve has been changed in such a

manners that no frequency value commion to-the characteristic

curve ind fanily of 'parametric curves exists outside of the
boundary curve0
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tbe oi/i is atabel

$t~iity~%eo inthe backward-diag-ramm.

H,. Stabilization of Tunnel Diode' Cilcuitzs,

Since an uns,4at~ie circuit does not Perform the ori(:inally desien

function (in this case the T.D. appears to have considerably,

hij:ber ne4,>:-tAve :csdtarce) the xecof~ftition of the stability
conc ' e "2000ptad as fund-imtl deint; prin-

cfpP of 3 r-tVrcy v~ic. ncrative xe,3i ,t&aces,

Pyrm! the fuct. h, the ch:ritxitc xzves for the frequency

W O alviayu aeIn t the .real. axia, and must also and on the

iE'al axis. fox the f£-equericy W~= o and An a~ddition,~ since the
cuxv o ccnsic' :xed can onl1y follow~ a cior.,hmise curvature,,

an6c 'ind1'1Z a I K( 1ci of the i eactance (baurriex ca-

pucittrice) ad~clv jacent,~ to the negative xesistance,_-an

advanj ageouc nsight as to which circuits are stabl In prin-

cipal and whi-h &.;a principally unstdble is achieved..

(Inthe foli~the use of the tac1lward diagram~ will be

avoiued, sinca it la suitable Leki concrete inveatt±ationa, u

1.L
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Fistth s oli~Zzu~

atS 1%> aR , r~w0aded ttep~vV sQ t

tan tie -1 ity uTheseo tis gnatdV ponsfbte I alos
the~sd Chvateri~tI ourves O, lef itohrout adv.~~r , ios?* co

an tencxcY Pu f -rh foihe t 1biliependet otiov -ofitcai
at'i >i R jhr~t~it~a v0io 'ens ip edi .- ho1 na '",* ,.y

angho~ilaz~ he~wand ae~.ti the 'op ab o h
barrter requec ies The twoindcits noftae' fo R1 001.

closed, 1hTo~r i c rslead

an en addiigo th sxapp.2Le $f~ bio~epy u~t,:ble ciruit Ath

an6hi~oin laga the impeacte curve a ouedop M# hijh freq',,the
firnit freq e ie The aicit'f uje'tbe (for a Rs* i'~ ne

the laput imv~ai ee mus ourviz of~ a~i iudlte 1
t~thN ~#~~ exampl fbeql nty Iint eizt

As a aditioel xampe o a bsiclly.unsableciruit, th

via 106 fomto 5otemtwiebn acigpicp
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Un ttn# %A s

the tespect~epxllipdneis~ittu hog

It this efet ist remain wide band in. nature, then- oi .-jaooue

to the above me~ntioned matching phenotiena, the., value 1 - h

obaraotexistic-OUrv for Z(wose rxlain in, th~ee~a

viciniity of R throug~hout -the largest possible lisq'uency rangOe.

(The expession "natuhing"' Is 'not exact as used hire, : In* one.

respect the ideal situation does nota all exist when 11 u.

and on the :tt~r, a neC native resistances can neve; be- ratohed

-to a positive'resiotanCe as fal! power tr~nsi~i~ofl5 concerned,)

The *stabilitly tkieoxy forbids the 16oppirtg principal as-depicted

* in Fig. 19, since the forced olookvise curvi.ng loops would

encircle the test point. the oharaotenistio'curve in Fig. ,20

does -not contxadict the stability requirement.

These pure qualitative toservations.'already allow for roogni"

sing the circ-~istaflos "hat. the desizable effect, realised by,

the negative resistance, can onlyv be achieved in a psrroaw band

region. It can aloo be c~ncluded . that a bonplicated circuit,..

which tend i to develop several loops, has* li~ttle,ochance of

giving a stable networt when combined with a negative resistanooc.

Experience, resulting irom practical investigation* of TD.

*circuits,,has shown, thtt also those circuits 'which should be

stable whon sutalysed -ac,.ording the stability phecking pFoedure#

menticodf aO"NALly 'wer Ot rivet-not stable, when the WoXee"

pond ig oicult vas -bit in- wpactos. 0hariotetitla wve go**.4"

euxeleat ot de+.Ozmirati'fl of the. frequenoy of osoillstion hiv.

shown that thip. intibiV4~ty exised oonsidero~ly- outolde the

-002ating fr'equency Ozid tid niot sesa to be iratu 00to- the gt*
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Lr~kvodario(! curve of a circuit Impedanoe curve of the
exa~mple beina itable in stable oirouit.

telivowr cS' the Inserted Circuit components nor could it be re-

xovec by ch.>.ngink, these cotiponerkte. This situation is also en-
,ou)Lntered1 ir the oi: plefnt circuits; it is due to the reactance

'ehaviour of the paiasitic elenenttn whieh are at first unknown
Coxr a particuilar OiCUit dosigri and therefore could not be con-

oi,?e for the utability teat.

If t1he univexnA. applicrition of t'he T0 JX. considers the unusual
v ' Igt;.nd behaviour of the negative resistance as a general ad-

vztile, t..~in the disadvantage, that this wvide band behaviour
oxces a stautii-y check for those freqjuency Tegions in which

the Circuit is unkncv~n and unintereating, is quite eviden~t. In

rractice it. liardy probable that a circuit, vihioh has readily
'eiudju~tt-i fox the opcerating frequency range ty varying all

j~rcorporatee nompovients, suffices the require-
ments in ref~i:ect to the iitipedance curve 'also for 'the unliuited
: eu-ion outsiCe ol" this range,

Howver it is -,uaE3ible to influence the characteriatic curve
'ia a freel, 11,own oupplenentaxy circuit, in such a mannerthat

-7h)e ntr-,bi11ty o~f the network alone is valid voithin the operating
frequency xange. vihereas outside the operating range the supple-
m'entary network (two pole stabilizer) upecifies the stability
behaviour-



The function . , the supplementary networkmy also-be inoled$.

with the T.]1) haracterietice (this network must be iieeiev4 in
the immediate vicinity of the T.D4, for example at the T.D.

socket) and tht circuit contains a new nerative reelstanoswhioh

c;nly exists within the operatipg frequency iange; utside this
lange the neg.zes. is compensated by a large real conductance.

JI. 21 shows a simple example in this respect: a tank circuit
of Pig. 21a. is -to be deattenuated, by a partial coupled T.D-.

In pzincipaL it is unavoidable, that the equivalent circuit of
of this partial fuoupling (FigC 21b) introduces a stray inductance
"L i, and thexeby causes the cht.racte.intic curve, pertaining ,
to the terninals whexe'the T.D. is to be inserted, contains an

additional encirclement above the operating frequency range (3 ms)

%vhich ca.nnot be influenced by a change of the tank circuit

loading; the circuit is~unatable (at approx. 150 me).

Fig.21'a'
i ;tability iroblems at the deattenu-

jt!Qn of a tank by.a Td..

.1cw-the tas of the tvo-pole-stabilizer is to renove this

additional enci-ctrient without disturbing the, claracteristic curve

r.ithin the c>erating frequency range. The simplest solution is

)ttaiied Ly using a 'C-network (with the smallest possible indue-

•ance) %Hc::. is connected directly pii, llel to the negativ resia-

'tnce (Pi.- 22a); the altered characte. istic curve of 'Pig 22b

reriults and the circuit is oovi stable,

In other caes, in which the undesirable encirclement ocairs at

a ccnsidernaly cmaller frequency deviation from the operating

Creqnency range, an narrow band two-pole-stabilizer is used

1.r
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Ir £1ue.scini, the Impedane curve
of cLk ;;r1Ciaally uxtstable aircuit

Tv L tvo-pole-stabilizer'.

P- 2 3b acid cc~Th qtmoni feature of all these examples is the
Positive attc,.:u Atirg resiati.nee. The practical design proce-
dures are. f~o b;. taken *xoi the char-aoteriatioc iurve, tehaviour

1'." :'iCro~VVUC applications the tWo-pole-stabilizer nood not be
in-w *ttd diaiyLt-tie T.D.,since the. imipedance behaviour along
a txr~jn3-.ii3A line is of a periodical occuiance (for examaple

Teprimzaxy :wivtate of tbio ouppleulentary n~etwork is, thiat
the -tblt- -- ~k via cloircctexistio curves needi then only be
caiied foz 7.t. yoti.frequency retjion whieie the impedaince
;ei~viour 4s~t~ knowin.
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The antenna~ vhich %.e have investig~ated was out W
'ter. w ipl 4o~ norder insure tbat the pre~ir uesL

gt Ion in ve oir'qpe as possible' thus yielding reliable zesiulti.
A ccording tc MPt* '4 the antenna is 4 Unipole in whioh one
vex tical corCuctor is connected to the conduti.ng ground planle

and the other vortical conductor is connetited to the coaxial

Input. The Tunnel .11ode is loated at the highest geometzical

'3blxit lof the zadiator: between the two conductors* The bias

* voltz'e is fed to the tunnel diode via the two perpendio~alaX

V Fig.24

Unipole with TD in the
* - folding point.

LL grounardne

'iu, no,,;t :iaior+ tit zequirement which is to be set on the eye-'

1c is~ t]tlhe tq!.riefl diode is not in a state of soif exroita-

1.i on, Due to Vie unavorldable reactive components of an antenna,.
-the dangeT % e,21f execltation is especially tczeat.'f the diannel

dic,deu aze *3ontned vilth antennas. Two positive resistances

can be connected in pazallel to the 2.1. (ec Pig0 25) th1us

allowing fox an adiustient of the resulting negative gesistantOO#,

This arzengement is not only desirable for the ocasurement of

* the antenna feeding point imipedan~ce, but is also part or the

stabilIzine arr!1ngeraent 'which is tried heme0 The advantage of

this lrruingament,'for adjusting the egiv altncin that

*the opozat'j g Paint X.cmalTs voitbi the lineaz Xe6ion .4* the

V 1v



Caacitance was usedC sine i~ em #~*~T ~ ~~ W

to avoided y o~table ad 3ustut of tb* oapao4tEoe .

?ig .25

veariable
caj)acit0:?

1'vrxin's the cieasi,,ements the AC0-voltage at thie TD.l must b,3
G-easured continaously for oontxol- Therefore a diode (for detec-
tion of AC') Is also connected in paxallel to the T.D., which

* 33)ws fox :- asi -emient sensitivity of ~ 3At~ -00 1-3-

cation obtatied fxom this diode arratngement allows for oheoking,
the circu.4t :itaIii.Aty; in case cf InstabiliAty~, the resist~uce
ond capacitace~ of the stabilizing, network can be varied uAntil
Etability i 7 O tAried.. The cond 4.t tI'on of self excitation can
euak~ij be o P:erv)Qd in that corresponding volture nnplitud,- of
C.1 volts - o'r i s meaisured at the test diode rThtxs. alr~iady
a eight xan, ener towards a 111lf ex4)itatior, can easily be, ot-
sezved. InA -1cliion this arrangement enables the supervie.nn
of tha AC vc itacx which exists at the TD. due to the impodanoe
ireaeuremen't ,A ioltage 19 fed to the antenr.a for this meatiure-
Ment).

Thic voltage 6hot 4ld noT, be muach larger than 0.02 volts between
the t~o texii.r&lj of the T.D.. since the turnel d iode impedance
charges for '1t r cse of larger voltages due to the nonlineaxityt
of tha "T 'D.O -= rent~.

Sinoe ihe "T,DA$ is to be operated at high frequencies and eiine
the T.Dc, oit shiould not radiate* the, lat-ter should b. z'xth

4j



W 4,
a ~ ~Vll lut.adho2 eO ete 0,$4t

Wi. 5*bwete owzotono the mIn

tMe In.,nat* nd or oadin rb itn fte stabil'kinI"

oircuT.. In" ias4 a aiabecpct."i the detrtraddhl fte 1tion=
faioded whchi . too maeasue lcted in eolacho fhoe

One en oTD on o the diodes iofA connected tothyse vanh
caIpator l to heTQ' . The stw resistance re s feemino
the attuentn or toaie deeintdioe. "" isf the lad irexng
wiit the ansena oondulcator . I'Do" his the detcurren

* fth ecioidiodewhc is auesibd for measuremet he corn-re

plete construction is schematically shown by Pig. 27.
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vertical antenna condlctor

test current

TV detection

vertiod, antenna oonduktor

Fig.27
Circuit diagrams of the TD-
mount in the folding point.

D. Measurenent It Impedanoes gontain negative resistanses

The impedances were measured by using a slotted coaxial line.
In accordance with Pig. 28 the line "Le" is connected to the
coaxial adapter. The slotted line in thus a part of the complete
T.Do circuit and must be included in the stability consideration.
Since for easy stabilization the number of resonant frequencies

of the circuit must be kept as small as possible, it is appro-
iate to terminate the input of the slotted line with a resis-
tance "IR - Zo" (characteristic impedance of the line) which is
frequency independent. Then the entire line behaves as a fre-
quency independent resistance "ZoO at the base of the antenna
and does not contain any resonances° However the stabilization

of the circuit via "Ii" and "C" connection at the T.D. location
in accordance with Section IIA must be undertaken when the slotted
line is connected to the circuit.

The test signal obtained from the test generator "H." is coupled
out of the line via a loosely coupled capacitive probe "Ps"
which projects slightly into the slot of the line. The loose
coupling insures that the stabilised impedance behaviour is not
disturbed. One leg of the unipole is grounded. The other leg
serves (in addition to its radiation behaviour) as the lead for
the DO bias of the TD. in that it extends as the inner con-
dustor of the slotted line and Is accessible behind the 60 ohm



terminatior-!the outer conducter of the slotted line is AC
gic;unded via a large cupacitor "C n which is connected in series
to the otcter conductor at the dissection of the same in the
vicinity of tbe line terAination). The test voltages obtained
at the s:otti, , line are very snall due to the small voltage
re:utiat.rn c,/ ". TI) . The voltage curve alonm the slotted line
is ,meaured.. i..,e the capacitive proba is very loosely coupled
to the lins .:e 4eaiured voltages are very small end a sensLtive
rcce~vex is :i- red. antenna

Cro;nIplune

lt C "L. all * s -- l

! a capazitiv ! probe

VOitaae

VID I divider

teet
L. - enera t. receiver

'Et Petup for impedance measurezent.

Actually the measurement process consists inl deternining the
omx" and the minimum voltage U along the

line

UUmax

mi~n

"L" ti defired 'n this equation IL; deter;ined by using a suit-

able calibrated voltage divider ,'VD",o (In the measuring process

the voltage at the receiver output is kept constant by adjustine
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the VDI the attenuation of VD whioh has bess adjused to s@hsv*

this condition, is then reoorded in each r=').

If the input Impedanoe "Z - - R + J" contains a nepative real
part "- R" then the circle diagram in the oomplex Impedance plans
must be extended in such a manner (as shown in P1g.29) that

negative real pIrts can also be Included The diagram circles
in the left aside of the plane are the images of those in the
right side of the plane. The SIR values could lie on either the

right hand .whLi, contains positive resistive components), or

the left hr4d side (which contains negative resitive components)#

since the measuved VSWR does not give any indication at whether

the real part of the impedanoe is negative or positive. The sign
of the real part can be determined from the size of "Umax of the

circuit in FiZ.28.

./

" / . ... \

/ Fig.29 i[ ' / / re. diaga ill

/,the oompleI Impedanoe-
plane extended for
negatve I real parts.



'the VD! the'ittention of VD which has beta adjusted 'to aehTOe

thiscondition', is then recorded. In ueh run. )

If the input impedance "Z -- R + JX" contains a negative real

part "- R" then the circle diagram in the complex impedance-plane
must. be extende in such a manner (as shown in Pig.29) that

negative real parts can also be included. The diagram circles
in the left'side of the plane are the images of thoas in the

right side of tfte plane. The VSWR values could lie on either the

right hand .whiich contains positive resistive oomponents), or

the left hr.rd side (which contains negative resitive oomponents),

since the reasured V8WR does not give any indioation at whether

the real part of the impedance is negative or positive. The sign

of the real part can be determined from the sise of "U..." of the
circuit in Fi-.28.

, irole diaga in
'", the eoaplex Impedance-

/ " - / plane extended fr" Iative real parts,



Co resapond In,,.- th 3ory:

Ile Lgeneri5t in Fig. 28j which is loosely couyijed to the line
fee(,s the lat6tex 9vith a current .111" which is independent of the
load (Fig., 32a), The termination 11R = . at the letV hand side
c, -,he line -an te transformed to the location of the ooupling
poinlt (see Fig- 30b) Ill, and 11Z 0 together form a current source.
Thce location of a voltage maximum along the line is to be sought.
Then~ the cuirent source and the load 11V vuhich is too be measured
I-, transformri t., the location of~ a voltaCe maximum as shown in
Fic 30c ('ed irh- does not chainge in the transformiation).

-z r ig 3oa

2) L Z Fic.3ob

Raz Fig- 3o*

-Unfwmiission li1ne havikng a termination whish includes a
.:020'Ive or ~i negtive realpart,

j 3 r es i.1.t of tl-is transforriation, 11Z1 transforms to a real
iec-ati~n i 2ZL when the real part of "Z" is positive, and
tit~rti 'ti negative real resistance R" SZ when the

i. ,airt oil'V is negative, The current "I" divides itself thus
bv' yeen teree, 3t;ince I" anid tha reointance 11011, In this
arntie~rr thf! -U-XiM"Uu voltar~e, as deoicribed by tile following equation,

Vro~are ~o il 3c
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the sign in the denominator in the same as the sign of the real
part of "Z"o

At first the antenna is replaced by a matched resistance "R a Zo"

Then the following voltage is measured along the line since S It

SIII z.(2o = t o  (12)

If the antenna is now inserted as a cotlplex load "Z',then the

following is valid if the real part of 'Z" is positive:

Uo = Umx . 2 Uo  (13)

If "Z" is a pure reactance then %max P..2 U0 ". If "Z" contains

a negative real part, then the followJ'ig is valid:

TT M UV (14)

and "Umax" 'tai nave an atitiary large valueoBy measuring Uma x

and comparing it with Uo the sign of R1 can be found by help of

(13) or (14).

0. Example of a Ilea su ement on a Polded Dipole with T.D.

The following example has beeni chosen in order to explain the

principles of the measurement technique and thus the example is

rather aimpleo No particularly interesting application of a T.D-

is therein described. An unsymmetrioal antenna having coaxial

feed-in allows for simpler measurement as cocpared to a symmetri-

cal antenna. Therefore one half of a folded dipole (that poytion

above the conducting plane)was used

The T.D. is located in the crest of the antenna and its adso-

ciated impedance also influences the measured impedance at the

feeoing pont. If the bias voltage of the T.D. is changed,

different positive and negative values of the T.D. resistance

can be obtained. Fig. 32 shows the measured antenna input impe-
dance for various diode resistance values.
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antenna iesl~n

iavesti ~nated [.3 plans

svm-e ~:I f a unsynmetr ical

rlheri:fore c~isesi exist in which the input ad jtttwne of the antenna

riojrt:.ns a ie,,;,t~ve real. part; in this cte the antenna may

operate ns in~ anplifier.. Oince the curve of the input admittance

coit-Ans 10 )ps tn the plane, a certain wide band be-
hinviir (,an te ol'Atned if the antenna is roatched.

0 /

IN Leaauured admittanoe uzvee
of the tested antenna. with
and without Tw 21O Diode.
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G2Osujary of Symbole

"(;:en value of a netvork.
Complex frequency

Ret.l part of the co-iplex frequency
Rotating anile of a Vector, drar'n from the origin
to a curve.
Admittance at an branch of az nct-aork. (Especially of
that one, which contains the nel:ative resistor.)
A ittaince at t.ose terminals, at which the real neg, tive
resiutor is to be inserted.
.,,rnIttance ut those terninalo, at which the tunnel diode
t . tc be inserted.

VlA1ate atanding wave ratio.
.'-irld:teristic impedance of n line.
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Gos.ary of Symtols

Pr ;en value of a netvork.
Complex frequency

1ReF.1 part .of the coiplex £req!uency
Hotating anj:le of a vector, dra,in from the origin
to a curve.

t Admittance at an branch of a netozk. (Especially of
that one, vhich contains the negative reeletor.)
Ad-nitt.nce at th.ose terminalu, at which the real ne',itive
re.zistor is to be inserted.
.,*i-'ttance f-t those teininila, at which the tunnel diode
t. to be Inserted.
Voltag;e standing; wave retie,

--,.YI0),ter:stic impedance o a line.
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List of Illuatratigna

I lxample of n simple circuit c ontaining a nceative
r,-istor.

2t4 er~o8 in the p - plane.
.,5 The plotted curve of the aiding F - Fun1htlon.

6 Fx iople of a circuit havini-, only seros.

7 'xinple fo: it circuit havinr only polec.
f3j Vles and sexou of' a nctvworl: viith the corresponding

,i' :ittanc chira),teistic CUT! Ve'J.

':u1t,ledittnce cuives, for 3tatUlity check.
11 :titility ten~t Ly nearin of Impedance and admittimfle

'2 .Xuivalent tunnel diode circuit,,

.3 Equivalent T)-circuit as tzztneforinatiol fourpole.

14 !:xxnple for a transfor:ied adiL tturlce curve.

15 1 ipeoarce curve of a tunnel (A.ode-
16 i~aakiward dingraL. of a tunneldlode_

77 ' tatility check: in the bachnard diagram.
1181V9 Impeortnde curves I f circuit exanpies being Instable

In principle.
110 Ly1 ediP.nce curve of a stable -wide bCnd circuit.

2 1 U;t~iblty prolems involved %'aithi the deatten. of a tank.
2 2 Influencing the i:pedrnce curve of an orig~inally

1itable circuit by m~eans of n it ro-pole -atabiliszr".
..3 'Deais of uome "topl-t-lse"
'4 ln.'eutigated folded unipole~.

STu~nel diode mount in the folding, point.

7 Oi:cult diagram of the tunnel diode mount.
.3 res~t aet-up for imipedance mea.surenent.

2) Ircle diaigrac in the co~plex inpedance or
ildittanee plane.

io Tr.;nsriuon line having a terrnination which Includes
a po i1tive or nerative real part.

31 Investigated antenna design.
32 Measured a'A ttance curves of the tested antenna with

anti sithout tunnel diode*
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